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ULLISH  EUROPE 175 forei~  countries 
arerit that foreign to us. 
In Bangkok, our drivers 
ride scooters to speed your 
packages through the worst 
traffic jams in the Far East. 
While in Venice, certain 
addresses reachable only via 
canal are served by custom-
built UPS gondolas. 
No one said it would be 
easy to build a global delivery 
system that meets UPS stan-
dards for reliability in 175 
countries and territories. But 
that's just what weve done. 
With our Electronic Cus-
toms Pre-Alert to hurry your 
delivery across international 
borders. Computerized track-
ing along the way. And prices 
that must make competitors 
wonder how on earth we do it  . 
. ,  S~ffice  t?  say ~hat  1  5f?  1 
ItS a !m!e b1t eas1er  ~u ps 
when you know your 
way around.  ® 
We run  the tightest ship in 
,  the shipping business. 
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Letter From 
The Editor 
'  '  u.S. COMPANIES  ARE  IN-
vesting in everything European, from insurance brokers and automobiles to 
Scotch whiskey and  electronic mail  services," reports Bruce Barnard, the 
Brussels correspondent of  The journal of Commerce,  in  our cover story, 
which illustrates American business' "bullishness" on Europe in the 1990s. 
Europe presents an  in-depth look  at the business strategies of some of 
America's largest firms as they prepare to do business in the 1992 
single market and the new Eastern European markets. 
Europe gives you a first-hand look at American business strate-
gies for  Europe in  the 1990s, with exclusive interviews with the 
President of MCI  Communications Company,  the Executive Vice-
President of The Coca-Cola Company, and key decision makers at 
The Chase Manhattan Bank and Marriott Corporation. 
Senior executives at General Motors, American Express, Inter-
national Paper, and other U.S. multinationals also explain their plans 
for increasing business in Europe in the next decade. 
Many of  these firms  have  been doing  business  in  Europe for 
decades, notes Keith  Rockwell,  a Washington-based reporter for 
The  journal of Commerce.  "One common  link  among  the U.S. 
multinationals is that their pan-European presence is a cornerstone of their 
marketing efforts,"  he  writes  in  his  article  on  the increased competition 
resulting from the single market. 
From a slightly different angle,  Steve Dryden looks  at the new "Euro-
executive,"  and  explains  why  fewer  American  managers  will  be  sent to 
Europe in the 1990s. And julian Weiss writes that American telecommunica-
tions firms are busy ringing up sales in Eastern Europe. 
This month's member state report highlights Luxembourg and explains 
how  the country is  becoming a high-tech and financial  services center for 
Europe. Peter Greenberg takes you on a tour of this beautiful country and 
points out unique places for you to visit on your next trip. 
Former Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, in an important Europe 
interview, discusses the implications  of the current Middle  East crisis for 
Europe. Weinberger also talks about the end of the cold war and the new role 
for NATO in the 1990s. 
Europe will launch a "Letters to the Editor" column next month, so we look 
forward to your comments. 
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Trendy  "Euro-chic"  parapher-
nalia is being sold on the streets 
and in the shops of  Europe, par-
ticularly  in Brussels:  On rainy 
days (of  which there are many in 
Belgium)  Euro-umbrellas-of 
blue fabric  imprinted with the 
ring  of 12  gold stars-pop up 
everywhere. 
But there  is  more  to  satisfy 
Eurocrats and tourists alike. The 
ever-so-useful  Euro-agenda 
book  and  Euro-watches,  on 
which the flags of the 12 mem-
ber states  act as  numbers,  keep 
busy Eurocrats organized, while 
Pour Europe cologne pleases 
the less busi ness-oriented 
individual. Several 
Euro-souvenir  stores  have 
No "Big Mac" 
Attacks for East 
Germany? 
With unification looming ever 
closer, East Germans will get al-
most everything the West Ger-
opened in Brussels,  where cus-
tomers  model  T -shirts  and 
scarves,  and  amuse  themselves 
with Euro-playing cards. 
Euro-souvenirs  are  not  lim-
mans already enjoy-except fast 
food. 
Many East  German environ-
mental groups do not want Mc-
Donald's in their country. Ernst 
Doerfler,  chairman of the East 
German  Parliament's  environ-
mental  committee,  recently 
DE  GAULLE  REMEMBERED- de Ia Concorde in Paris,  and fire-
Nineteen-ninety  is  the  year  of  works  and  a sound-and light-
Charles de Gaulle. France is  C9~~~lP,! _ delighted Parisians. 
memorating the centennial  bey-les-Deux-Eglises, 
General's birth, the 20th  le's  birthplace,  40,000 
sary  of  his  death,  and  tribute by marching to 
anniversary  of  his  granite Cross of Lor-
broadcast  from  A  new statue will 
he  urged  the  French  in  his  honor  and  his 
fighting despite the  turned  into  a mo-
ment's capitulation to m~~az:l,  r < ·---,--· "" 
\\Vrld war II. In honor 
occasion,  a  huge  "radio"  was 
built over the obelisk on the Place 
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tributes  for  the  former 
French president and general will 
continue throughout the year. 
ited to Brussels,  however.  One 
can also purchase many items of 
Euro-paraphernalia  in stores  in 
other European countries and in 
the United States. 
called for a ban on "McDonald's 
and  similar  abnormal  garbage- 1 
makers," in an attempt to avoid 
trash  disposal  problems  caused 
by their throw-away plastic car-
tons.  At  a  news  conference  in 
East  Berlin  to  announce  Mc-
Donald's' expansion plans, jour-
nalists dined on smoked salmon 
sandwiches as a protest. 
Walter  Rettenweder,  chair-
man  of McDonald's  Corpora-
tion Germany,  emphasized  the 
chain's  commitment  to  its 
workers, its customers, the com-
munity,  and  the  environment, 
and announced a $950,000 plan 
to  look  into  making  environ-
mentally  friendly  hamburger 
packaing  from  recycled  paper. 
He also cited plans to open the 
first  East  German  McDonald's 
in  the  southwestern  town  of 
Plauen by December. About 10 
more restaurants are expected to 
follow next year. 
In  further  attempts  to  per-
suade East Germany to welcome 
the fast-food chain, McDonald's 
promised  to  help  East  Germa-
ny's  farmers  by  buying  their 
produce.  Doerfler,  however, 
who remains firm in his drive to 
ban fast food, calls fast food and 
plastic  utensils  "capitalism's 
worst  environmental  mistake." 
Obviously, he has never suffered 
a "Big Mac" attack.~ ·.  .  .·  -Reuters 
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Swiss Volksbank is  Bullish  on · Europe 
Corporate  America  is  flexing  its  muscles  in  Europe  again, 
recalling the investment bonanza of the 1960s and 1970s that 
catapulted it into commanding positions in key business sec-
tors. 
The U.S. multinationals' march overseas is ending a period 
of retreat that saw big  names like ITT,  United Technologies, 
Monsanto, Beatrice, Gulf Oil, and Carnation sell or scale back 
their foreign operations. Now, U.S. companies are investing in 
everything European, from insurance brokers and automobiles 
to Scotch whiskey and electronic mail services. 
They are also selling more to Europe, have whittled a $28.2-
billion trade deficit in 1986 down to a $1.3-billion shortfall in 
1989,  and  achieved  a  $2.7-billion  surplus  in  the first  four 
months of 1990. As in previous investment waves, the Euro-
pean Community is the biggest draw, receiving 53 percent of 
U.S. manufacturers' overseas spending in 1989. 
The higher U.S. profile in Europe stems from two interre-
lated factors: the creation of the 1992 single European market, 
and the accelerating trends toward global manufacturing. 
With some 340 million consumers, the single market will be 
the world's biggest trading bloc. U.S., as well as European and 
japanese, companies will finally be able to reap economies of 
scale that are not feasible in the fragmented markets of the 12 
E. C. member states. The single market will also allow compa-
nies to rationalize their operations on a pan-European basis, 
thus easing the shift to global manufacturing. 
Some  U.S.  transactions  in  Europe  are  mainly  industry-
driven, like Ford's $2.4-billion takeover of Jaguar, the British 
The  United  States  slipped  in  early  1990  as  European 
companies, which for a long time had favored investing in the 
United States, suddenly switched focus onto their home turf. 
But  the  United  States bounced  back  with  one  of  Europe's 
biggest takeovers-Philip Morris'  $3.8-billion  acquisition  of 
Switzerland's jacobs Suchard,  the world's biggest chocolate 
and coffee group. 
The United States topped Europe's cross-border mergers 
and  acquisitions  league  table  in  1989, spending  13.8 billion 
European Currency  Units  (Ecu),  about  $11  billion.  Second-
place France trailed a long way behind at $7.7 billion, followed 
by West Germany with $5.3 billion. 
U.S.  financial  concerns are also  gung-ho  about  European 
prospects. Together with japanese institutions, they provided 
nearly a quarter of  the record-breaking  $4.6 billion  of  new 
funds raised by European venture capitalists in 1989. 
Most U.S. companies are investing heavily in new European 
production facilities.  Texas Instruments is spending $1.2 bil-
lion to expand its Italian operations; du  Pont de  Nemours & 
Company, Inc. has teamed up with the Spanish Government to 
invest $1 billion in an industrial plant in the northern region of 
Asturias; Intel of California, the world's leading manufacturer 
of  advanced  computer  chips,  has  made  its  first  foray  into 
Europe with a $530-million investment in a plant in Ireland. 
U.~. multinationals, led by Ford, General Motors, and mM, 
already  mapped  out  pan-European  strategies  in  the  early 
1960s to capitalize on the removal of intra-Community tariffs 
after the E.C.'s creation in 1957. 
luxury  car maker,  and  General  Motors'  $600-
million  purchase of  a 50-percent stake in  Saab 
Automobile  AB  of  Sweden.  At  the same  time, 
however, both deals boost the companies' chance 
of a post-1992 payoff. 
The View 
As a result, American companies already have 
deep roots in  European economies.  They have 
invested some $130 billion in the E.C. alone and 
employ  over  two  million  people  in  plants  and 
offices dotted across the Continent. In  key sec-
tors such  as  computers,  food,  household  prod-
ucts, and pharmaceuticals,  they do  more cross-
American multinationals were openly skeptical 
of the single  market program three years ago. 
Today, they are jockeying for positions alongside 
European  and  japanese firms  in  the  run-up  to 
1992. 





border  business  than  their  European 
counterparts.  Colgate-Palmolive,  for  example, 
has sales organizations in 16 European countries, SEPTEMBER  1990  7 and  manufacturing  plants  in  nine,  with 
revenues of $1.5 billion, and a payroll of 
7,000. 
U.S.  companies are now consolidating 
their positions as the Europeans counter-
attack with cross-border mergers and al-
liances, and Japanese factories sprout up 
across Europe: 
•  Honeywell  Europe  is  retraining  hun-
dreds of managers to prepare for 1992; 
•  Scott  Paper,  with  30 percent  of  the 
European sanitary tissue market, worth 
$1.25 billion a year, has paid $125 million 
for  a  51-percent stake in  Feldmtihle of 
West Germany to plug a gap in  its pan-
European manufacturing network; 
•  AT&T finally  broke into Europe in a big 
way  in  1989 by  forming  a  partnership 
with  Italtel  SpA,  Italy's  main  telecom-
munications equipment maker.  It is  now 
well placed to tap new markets that will 
be pried open  by  the E.C.'s decision to 
partially  deregulate  telecommunications 
services by 1992. 
The  current  U.S.  invasion  is  being 
mounted  mainly  by  companies  already 
entrenched in Europe, although a few big 
names are making their first trans-Atlan-
tic moves. Small- and medium-sized com-
panies are not investing in  Europe,  but 
many  have  found  lucrative  new  export 
outlets, especially in the high-technology 
and biotechnology sectors. 
The most visible newcomers are Whirl-
pool Corporation, paying over 7  50 million 
guilders ($360 million)  for  a 53-percent 
stake in the appliance operations of N. V. 
Philips, the Dutch electronics group. As a 
result of  this  move,  Whirlpool  immedi-
ately ousted Electrolux of Sweden as the 
world's  top  appliance  manufacturer. 
Moreover,  it  has  the  right  to  buy  out 
Philips shares for another one billion guil-
ders  ($560  million)  before  the  end  of 
1991. 
Federal  Express  and  United  Parcel 
Service  swooped  down  on  Europe  be-
cause it was an untapped market that was 
taking  off  just  as  their  domestic  U.S. 
businesses were slowing down. Both have 
snapped up small firms across Europe to 
dominate  the  European  express  mail 
market along  with  two  other outsiders, 
U.S.-based DHL and TNT of Australia. Hav-
ing  snuffed  out  the  local  competition, 
these  companies  are  now  poised  for  a 
bonanza in a post  -1992 world of simplified 
customs  procedures  and  deregulated 
tSSN-104S-6t8fl 
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transport. 
T 
he renewed enthusiasm of Ameri-
can business for Europe has paral-
leled Washington's more positive 
attitude toward the single market after it 
concluded that the E.C. was not bent on 
building  a  protectionist  "Fortress  Eu-
rope" to preserve the benefits  of  1992 
only for  European companies. American 
executives based in Europe were always 
more positive about 1992 than their U.S.-
based colleagues and  Washington  politi-
cians. The U.S. Administration still grum-
bles  about  certain aspects of  the single 
market program, such as country-of-ori-
gin and  local-content requirements, and 
the controversial broadcasting directive, 
but U.S.  business has been largely unaf-
fected by these measures. 
Intel said its decision  to manufacture 
chips  in  Ireland  was  prompted by  E.C. 
local-content  regulations that gave  sub-
stantial  cost  advantages  to  European-
based  manufacturers.  In  addition,  the 
need to be closer to its European custom-
ers, who account for about 25 percent of 
its  $3-billion  annual  sales,  and  the  fact 
that its U.S.  rivals have already,  or are 
planning, to build manufacturing plants in 
Europe, also played a major role in Intel's 
trans-Atlantic move. 
Besides technology, the media industry 
is also carving a niche for itself in Europe. 
Hollywood studios earn nearly $700 mil-
lion  a  year  exporting  movies  and  pro-
grams to Europe and are set to cash in on 
the  explosive  growth  of  television  pro-
gramming  in  Europe  over  the  current 
decade. 
U.S.  firms  have  occasionally  encoun-
tered political hostility in  their attempts 
to  buy  into  European  industry.  The 
United  Kingdom  blocked  Ford's  bid  to 
take over British Leyland, the country's 
only volume car maker, and General Mo-
tors' grab for  Land Rover.  France simi-
larly  squashed  3M's  $182-million  take-
over  of  Spontex,  a  household  products 
group. Tough anti-takeover defenses also 
limit  the  ability  of  U.S.  companies  to 
acquire assets in West Germany and the 
Netherlands. 
Nevertheless, American firms  remain 
in  a bullish  mood  as·  the E.C.  nears the 
two-year  countdown  to  December  31, 
1992. Their major  challenge  now  is  to 
prevent aggressive Japanese companies 
from  stealing  their hard-won  European 
markets.  E 
Bruce  Barnard is  the  Brussels correspondent for 
The journal of  Commerce. LOCATING  IN  HOL LAND 
Your Gateway to 1992 
A  REPORT  FROM  THE  NETHERLANDS  FOREIGN  INVES T MENT  AG ENCY 
Climate for Investment Approach-
ing 1992: Advantages to  accessing 
the  $4  trillion  unified European 
market via the Netherlands: 
•  LOCATION  Holland is right in the 
center of Europe, with a pro-business atti-
tude that makes it the Gateway to Europe. 
•  DISTRIBUTION  SchipholAirport 
and the Ports of Rotterdam and Amsterdam 
are at  the heart  of one  of  the  most  ad-
mired  distribution  infrastructures  in  the 
world. Be your goods transported by water, 
road or air, be they high-tech, low-tech or 
non-tech, be they manufactured in Holland 
or brought in for export elsewhere, the trip 
is easier via Holland. An ultra-efficient cus-
toms procedure and series of bonded ware-
houses  makes  the  country  a virtually 
duty-free  zone. 
•  TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE 
Holland  has  the Continent's only deregu-
lated telecom industry and its most highly 
developed telecom  infrastructure, as well 
as outstanding R&D and training in other 
forms  of information technology, medical 
technology and  biotechnology. 
•  WORK FORCE  The approximately 
5,000 foreign companies that have invested 
in  Holland  are  drawn  by  the  cooperative 
attitude of Dutch workers. While such labor 
does  not  come  cheap,  hourly  wages  are 
offset  by  the  highest worker  productivity 
in  the  EC.  Productivity is supported by a 
high standard of education, availability of 
managers and highly skilled workers to fill 
new jobs, and a multilingual workforce-
two-thirds of whom speak two or more for-
eign  languages. 
•  POLITICAL/SOCIAL  STABILITY 
The  Dutch  government  and  social  struc-
ture  are  conducive  to  long-term  invest-
ment and a fine  quality of life. 
•  FINANCIAL  CLIMATE  Foreign 
companies  enjoy  the  same  benefits  as 
Dutch companies in Holland. The currency 
is  stable,  inflation  is  atiout the lowest  in 
the  EC,  and  there are  no  restrictions on 
the transfer of capital. An almost $1.5 bil-
lion venture capital pool seeks out invest-
ments from  abroad. 
SOME FACTS ABOUT HOLLAND 
o Working population: 6.2 million 
o 1989 U.S. exports to Holland: 
$11.4 billion 
o 1989 U.S. imports from Holland: 
$4.8 billion 
o Port of Rotterdam: 
more than 290 million tons cargo han-
dled in 1989, up almost 14%  from 1987 
o Share of cross-border road transport 
within the EC accounted for 
by Dutch haulers: over 25% 
o About 1,500 U.S. firms invested in 
Holland 
o Rate of return on U.S. investment 
1984-1988: Higher than the EC average 
and one of the highest in the world-26% 
o Corporate tax rate: 35% 
(  40%  on first Dfl250,000 net profit) 
THE NETHERLANDS FOREIGN INVESTMENT AGENCY, a division of the Dutch 
Ministry of Economic Affairs, offers free and comprehensive assistance to U.S. 
companies interested in establishing or expanding manufacturing, assembly, research 
and development, sales offices, headquarters and distribution facilities in the 
Netherlands. North American NFIA offices are located in New York, San Francisco, 
Los Angeles and Ottawa. NFIA staff spends most of its time visiting prospective 
investors, offering assistance with investment and marketing strategy formulation for 
the European market, and providing specific proposals with respect to an investment. 
The NFIA provides guidance through every step of the process, including site 
selection, identification of sources of capital, and introductions to key networks and 
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It should  come  as  no  surprise  taxation, technical standards, !a-
that the E.C.'s drive for a single  bor policy, and government pro-
market by year-end 1992 is fore- curement, and are lobbying vig-
ing U.S. companies to look again  orously  to  see  that  their 
at their E.C. game plan.  interests are  protected.  At  the 
Unexpectedly,  however,  this  same time,  however,  U.S.  firms 
re-examination of strategy is not  _..  _  _,. ___  ~...,~-----t---. in  the  E. C.  are  different  from 
being  driven  by  the  great  their  European  counterparts  in 
mounds of directives and regula- one fundamental way: They have 
tions  that  Brussels  churns  out  considered the Community a sin-
with  such  regularity.  Rather,  a  gle market since its inception in 
fundamental  readjustment  by  1957, and have escaped the bur-
other firms, competitors, and es- a.r.;;:::=iii!.L. ... -'------------.ti  den  of deciding  how  to operate 
pecially customers is forcing companies to change the way in  beyond  one  nation's  borders.  These companies  profited im-
which they do business in Europe. Throughout the Community,  mensely from  the economies  of  scale  gained  in  serving the 
companies are seeking to  improve distribution channels and  huge  U.S.  market and sought to gain a similar advantage in 
quality, and to check prices-all with an eye toward maintain- Europe. 
ing  and  expanding  their  customer  base  in  an  increasingly  Although they have been hamstrung by non-tariff barriers 
competitive market.  like domestic content requirements or differences in technical 
As  the E.C.  rushes  headlong  toward  a single  market for  standards that still exist between the 12 member states, U.S. 
goods, capital, and services, U.S. firms with operations in the  multinationals  are in  an  extremely advantageous position in 
E.C.  are  committing  themselves  to  the  old  adage  that the  that they are already established across the E.C., while many 
customer is king. "The legislative part of the 1992 program is  European firms  are only  now looking to expand their opera-
not very complicated  for  a company  like  ours with  the  re- tions beyond their home country. Meanwhile, those American 
sources to handle it," says Roger Wilson, public affairs director  firms  that have  yet  to  set up  shop  in  the  Community  are 
for Hewlett-Packard in Europe. What is really much more  working fast to do so in order to be closer to their customers. 
important is  the 1992 state of mind ...  what is  The expanding American presence in the Com-
happening in the marketplace. Other companies,  The View  munity  is  illustrated  by  the  huge  number  of 
especially our customers, are saying 'we've got to  acquisitions made by U.S. firms in recent years. 
be better, smarter, because 1992 is coming.'"  From  In  1989, U.S.  companies engineered some  182 
This is not to say that U.S. firms in the Com- deals with a reported value of $15.2 billion, while 
munity are not devoting energy to analyzing the  America  in  the  first  quarter  of  1990,  U.S.  firms  were 
evolving  legislative  and  regulatory  framework  involved  in  37  deals  valued  at  $7 4  7.8  million. 
that will shape the E. C. into the next century. On  •  Some  of  these  takeovers  have  been  by  firms 
the contrary, U.S. firms are keenly interested in  looking to gain a foothold in Europe for the first 
how Brussels will come down on key issues like  Keith M. Rockwell  time. Other acquisitions are due more to a desire 
10  EUROPE by  giant U.S.  firms  to  shore up  already strong positions  in 
Europe. This was the case in Ford's $2.4-billion acquisition of 
jaguar, for instance. 
Yet other companies are looking to trim costs by rationaliz-
ing. As non-tariff barriers are stripped away, there is less need 
to operate facilities in every country when one warehouse or 
factory  can  serve  several  countries  or,  indeed,  the  entire 
Community. 
But most U.S multinationals feel they are well placed to take 
advantage of the single market and are more concerned with 
shifting customer needs or the changing strategies of  their 
competitors. "The single market won't cause a fundamental 
restructuring. The strategy will be the same, but we'll be able 
to do things more efficiently," says David Henson, director of 
public affairs in Europe for Caterpillar. Like Wilson of Hewlett-
Packard, Henson says the goal is to plan a strategy that enables 
Caterpillar to meet rapidly changing customer needs. 
With the marketplace changing so rapidly, however, there is 
a great deal of unpredictability, and American managers warn 
that flexibility is key when planning any long-term strategy. 
One common link among the U.S. multinationals is that their 
pan-European presence is  a cornerstone of  their marketing 
efforts. American Express Company, for example, trumpets its 
Europe-wide operations when talking with potential corporate 
clients.  jUrgen  Aumueller,  president  of  American  Express 
International for Europe/Middle East/  Africa, believes the evo-
lution of the single market -as  well as the opening of Eastern 
Europe to  Western firms-will lead  to a rapid expansion in 
corporate travel. 
As executives seek out new markets beyond their borders, 
Aumueller says, they will want the convenience of dealing with 
a single company. To meet that demand, American Express is 
strengthening its operations across borders. "We are currently 
in  the  process  of ...  setting  up  a  pan-European  sales  and 
service operation for corporate customers," says Aumueller. 
Moreover,  the company has  recently opened offices  in  East 
Berlin,  Budapest,  and  Prague to serve a growing customer 
base in Eastern Europe. 
Of course, the opportunities brought on by a single market 
are also matched by considerable competition. Clearly, a more 
competitive marketplace  will  require  companies  to improve 
efficiency if they are to survive. 
C
onsumers in  the E.C.  will  find  themselves more and 
more in the driver's seat as they seek out higher quality 
and lower prices.  To  deal with this reality, firms  are 
.working hard to improve quality control and cut costs to keep 
their  prices  competitive.  "One  thing  that will  cause  some 
people  some  problems  is  that  they  won't  have  protected 
markets anymore," says Richard Dulude, group president of 
Corning,  Inc.  with responsibility for  the telecommunications 
business.  "Telecommunications  producers  like  British 
Telecom [for example] are going to be looking for lower prices, 
and that's going to give other companies some heartburn." 
Wilson  of  Hewlett-Packard  says  his  company  has  faced 
similar price pressures. In the past, the company has offered 
its  products at different  prices in  different  countries.  Now, 
Hewlett-Packard  is  dealing  with  a  more  sophisticated  cus-
tomer quite adept in the use of arbitrage. "Dealer chains in 
Europe have been merging and saying: 'We'll buy from you in 
the cheapest country in which you operate.' We have had to be 
responsive to these shifts in the distribution channels," Wilson 
says. 
With the rules of the game changing so rapidly, companies 
are forced  to  consider  options  that never warranted  much 
consideration  in  the  past.  In  the  area  of  distribution,  for 
example, some companies are facing great difficulties in mov-
ing products across country borders. Traditionally, many com-
panies operating in fragmented markets were able to handle all 
product distribution, marketing, and retailing. 
A more competitive environment, however, means compa-
nies must devote greater resources to improving production 
techniques, and leave distribution to others. Since most Euro-
pean distributors sign exclusivity clauses barring them from 
carrying goods that compete with those of the client, there is a 
growing shortage of companies that can move goods  across 
national borders.  "Exclusivity means there are no  loose dis-
tributors to  pick  up  five, six,  or 60 new  product  lines  and 
distribute them within a country or, more importantly, across 
country lines," says one U.S.  Government official. 
Independent operators who  can offer clients a  "one-stop-
shop,"  including  distribution,  warehousing,  and  insurance, 
should  find  enormous  opportunities  in  the  marketplace,  he 
adds. Of course, the governments remain the largest customer 
in  Europe.  Fully  15 percent-or about $700 billion-of the 
E.C.'s gross domestic product is  generated from  the E.C.'s 
government procurement. This has not proven an easy market 
to crack for companies in other member states, let alone those 
outside  the  Community.  Until  now,  less  than  2  percent  of 
government contracts have gone to firms from other member 
states, but there are indications that telecommunications and 
other public works projects will be more open to competition in 
the future. 
Most U.S.  multinationals manufacture in  Europe with Euro-
pean labor and could well meet any domestic content require-
ments.  U.S.  exporters,  however-particularly  those  that 
serve U.S.  multinationals in the E.C.-worry that their cus-
tomers may shift supply sources to meet any content require-
ments. 
This  could  cause  particular  problems  in  the  electronics 
industry,  in  which  European  firms  are  not  competitive  in 
producing products like  semiconductors.  "We  haven't made 
any significant changes in our supplier network yet," says one 
official  with a major American computer manufacturer, "but 
the directive has made us more open to finding more European 
suppliers." 
A tougher marketplace will surely bring hard times to the 
inefficient  firms  that have  survived  in  a protected environ-
ment. But along with the cold realities of greater competition 
comes a greater consciousness of customer needs, and that 
should bring lower prices, better products, and a wider selec-
tion to E.C. consumers in the years ahead.  E 
Keith  M.  Rockwell  is  a  reporter  for  the  journal of Commerces 
Washington bureau. In January 1990, he will become the journal's 
European bureau chief in London. 
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FEATURE 
Europeans Are Managing 
American Firms on  Their 
Own Turf 
''Europeanizing'' 
U.S.  Business 
MERICAN  BUSINESSES  ARE  BECOMING 
more oriented toward the global market, and can-
not afford to be out of touch with the latest market 
trends overseas. So Europe, with one of the world's 
wealthiest and most dynamic economies, must be overflowing 
with U.S. executives, right? 
Think  again.  Americans  did  surge 
across the Atlantic in record numbers in 
the 1950s and 1960s as U.S. companies 
made enormous investments in  Europe. 
Now,  for  a variety of  complex  reasons, 
the actual number of American managers 
and  business employees working in  Eu-
rope appears to be decreasing.  Instead, 
Europeans  are  now  running  American 
companies on their own turf. 
Organization  Resource  Counselors,  a 
New York consulting firm,  has surveyed 
more than 300 American companies over 
the past 15 years about their personnel 
levels  in  Europe.  In  1976, the average 
number  of  Americans  employed  by  the 
companies in Europe was 28. This num-
ber dropped to 25 in 1983, and the latest 
survey puts the figure at 23. 
Patterns at individual companies some-
times reveal an even more striking "Eu-
ropeanization"  trend.  General  Motors, 
for  example,  currently  has  about  180 
Americans  assigned  to  Europe,  down 
from almost 300 at the beginning of the 
1980s. The same trend is visible at nu-
merous other companies. For example: 
• Italians are in charge of the European 
operations of Digital Equipment and Gen-
eral Electric; 
• An  Englishman runs Weight Watchers 
Europe,  the  diet  food  affiliate  of  H.J. 
Heinz; 
• A Swiss executive leads Caterpillar, the 
maker of  earthmoving and  construction 
equipment, in Europe. 
Does this mean the American business 
manager in Europe is a vanishing species? 
Not at all.  The drop in the number of 
expatriate business executives does not 
indicate a loss in interest in Europe on the 
part of U.S.  firms.  On  the contrary, the 
promise  of  1992's single  market-and 
the  opening  up  of  Eastern Europe-is 
STEVE DRYDEN 
S E P T  E M B E R  1 9 9 0  13 exciting American companies as much as 
its European and Asian counterparts. In 
fact,  American direct investment in  Eu-
rope increased by 16 percent in 1989, to 
$176.1 billion, according to a Commerce 
Department estimate. 
But the accelerated money flow  does 
not necessarily translate into more Amer-
icans being sent abroad. For one thing, it 
is just getting too expensive to transfer 
executives to Europe every time the need 
arises.  Organization  Resource  Counsel-
ors estimates that an American manager 
who  earns a  $100,000 annual  salary in 
the United States, will cost his company 
at least  $300,000  during  his  first  year 
abroad:  In  addition  to  a  hefty  bill  for 
moving  the  executive  and  his  family, 
other  costs,  such  as  schooling  for  the 
children, a housing allowance, taxes, and 
home leave, must also be paid. 
Then there is the problem of the track 
record  of  American  executives  abroad. 
Some experts who have studied the sub-
ject, such as Professor Stephen Kobrin of 
the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton 
School, believe that Americans tend not 
to cope very well with the rigors of living 
and working overseas, even in the hospi-
table climate of Western Europe. 
''Americans have had trouble adjusting 
and the firms didn't help them. The com-
panies are getting out of this ball game," 
says Kobrin, who estimates that the "fail-
ure rate" of Americans abroad-due to 
family stress, bad performance, or unhap-
piness with the foreign posting-ranges 
from  30 percent to  50 percent.  Nancy 
Adler, a professor on the faculty of man-
agement  at  McGill  University,  agrees 
with  Kobrin.  "Unfortunately,  we  [the 
United  States]  are  the  leader  in  the 
world" in expatriate failure, she says. 
It has also  become  more  difficult  for 
American  companies  to  convince  their 
managers to go abroad. Overseas assign-
ments often  mean  that employees  lose 
touch with their home headquarters, and 
do  not  get the  promotions  they would 
have  received  had  they  stayed  in  the 
United  States.  "While  many  CEOs  talk 
about global operations, in the vast major-
ity of companies an overseas assignment 
is  still for the birds," says Calvin Reyn-
olds,  senior vice  president of  Organiza-
tion Resource Counselors. 
But probably the most important rea-
son for the declining number of American 
executives in Europe puts a more positive 
light  on  the  phenomenon.  There  may 
have been a need for U.S. managers to go 
to Europe during the first waves of post-
war investment, because their companies 
used  technologies  and  methods  that 
were, in many cases, new to Europeans. 
These days, however, Europeans are of-
The Euro-Executive 
With the development of a pan-European econ-
omy,  some  management consultants are  pre-
dicting  the  emergence  of  the  pan-European 
executive. 
A resume of this person might look like this: 
born in  Amsterdam,  educated at  Oxford  and 
INSEAD  (the  European business school located 
outside  Paris).  Management  experience  in 
Dutch and German companies. Fluent in three 
European languages. 
The chances of finding someone in this mold 
is  greater  among  the  younger  generation  of 
Europeans.  For,  until  a  few  years  ago,  most 
European companies concentrated on their na-
tional  markets,  either  because  of barriers  to 
doing  business  across  borders  or  a  narrow 
outlook. 
Now,  according  to  corporate  headhunters 
and business school administrators, companies 
are scrambling to  find  the managers who  can 
help them cope with the European single mar-
ket. "The demand (for the European executive] 
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is  increasing significantly,"  says Paul Ray, an 
executive recruiter who  works both in  Europe 
and the United States. 
Some management specialists think Ameri-
cans may do well  as Euro-executives for their 
companies, since they have experience with the 
"single  market"  of the  United  States.  The 
language  problems  remains,  however.  " I 
haven't seen any great surge toward  multilin-
gualism  on  the  part  of  Americans,"  admits 
Herbert  Schwamb,  manager  of  international 
assignment policy at IBM. 
With  their transnational operations,  Ameri-
can companies are credited with  developing a 
European identity among their local employees, 
however.  3M,  for  example,  has had a Danish 
executive  run  its  West  German operations,  a 
Belgian  in  charge  in  Finland,  and  a  British 
manager  heading  up  its  Swedish  operations. 
Says  Bruce  Hoffel,  director  of  international 
human resources for the company: "We don't 
see the nationality line. It's just 3M." 
ten the innovators, and the flow of trans-
Atlantic  know-how  is  more  evenly  bal-
anced.  Many  American  companies,  in 
fact, pursue research and development in 
Europe,  and  distribute  the fruits  there 
and in the United States. 
It  has  also  become  obvious  to  U.S. 
companies that Europeans appreciate the 
subtleties of their own national markets 
more readily than Americans. Moreover, 
U.S. firms  are sensitive to the fact  that 
they will  not  get the  best out  of  their 
European employees if a perception ex-
ists that the top ranks are reserved for 
Americans only. Promotion of local work-
ers "sends the right signal," says Richard 
Rachnor, director general of international 
personnel at General Motors (GM). 
While  the current president of  GM's 
European operations, Robert Eaton, hap-
pens to be American, his predecessor was 
German.  And  at Heinz,  an  Irish execu-
tive, Anthony J  .F. O'Reilly, rose above the 
regional operations and is now the chair-
man  of  the  company  at its  Pittsburgh 
headquarters. 
As far as managing the Eastern Euro-
pean ventures of American companies, it 
looks as though Europeans will  again be 
favored.  They know  the languages, cul-
tures, and politics of their neighbors bet-
ter  than  Americans,  and  they  already 
have experience in developing their prod-
ucts and know-how internationally. Gen-
eral  Electric  acknowledged  this  reality 
when  it  chose  from  among  its  ranks  a 
Hungarian emigre, George Varga, to run 
Tungsram, the Hungarian light bulb man-
ufacturer the company bought from  the 
Budapest Government last November. 
In  future,  however,  business  execu-
tives in Europe may come from any num-
ber  of  points  on  the  globe,  and  their 
overall qualifications and skills will count 
for more than their places of birth. 
McGill's Adler observes that, as multi-
national companies begin to pursue what 
is known as a "global strategy"  -gaining 
worldwide competitive advantage rather 
than  just  producing  and  selling  over-
seas-the rising executive must have in-
ternational experience. And such an indi-
vidual could just as well come from Hong 
Kong  as  from  London,  Paris,  or  New 
York. "If you want to be global, you have 
to have people who know one another and 
can work together," Adler says.  E 
Steve Dryden is  a Washington, D.C.-based jour-
nalist who has written for Business Week,  the Inter-
national  Herald  Tribune,  and  The  Washington  Post. 
His  article  on U.S.-E.C.-Japanese  trade  relations 
appeared in the May 1990 issue of  Europe. ' 
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ohn  W.  Georgas,  Executive 
Vice  President  of The  Coca-
Cola Company, and President 
of the  company's  Interna-
tional  Soft  Drink  Business 
Sector,  spoke  with  Europe 
about Coca-Cola's marketing policies in 
Europe. Georgas was interviewed by Rob-
ert]. Guttman in late summer. 
The president of Coca-Cola has been 
quoted  as  saying:  ''We  think  the 
1990s is  the  decade  of  Europe." 
Could you comment on that? 
Obviously recent events in the E. C. and in 
Eastern Europe would stimulate a com-
ment like that. Long before the E.C. was 
popular, we were committed to the Com-
munity as a growth area in the 1990s, and 
restructured  our  organization  accord-
ingly:  Several  years  ago  we  created  a 
separate E.C.  unit to concentrate on the 
events leading up to 1992. 
Is  Coca-Cola  optimistic  about  the 
1992 single market? 
Yes, we are. 
Do you feel1992 will be an improve-
ment for business all over Europe? 
I think so, but you have to remember that 
we are not new to Europe. We have been 
in  partnership  with  local  businessmen 
throughout Europe for decades and have 
established a presence through our part-
ners, or franchisees. Now it's just a mat-
ter of seeing the change taking place and 
building upon that very solid base. 
Can you explain your $140-million 
investment in East Germany? 
Almost immediately after the Wall came 
down and East Germans started to visit 
West  Germany  and  West  Berlin,  Coca-
Cola  was  there handing  out free  Coca-
Cola. It was a very popular event in West 
Berlin.  People  were  seeking  out  the 
Coca-Cola man to get the samples. 
Within  weeks thereafter, we were in 
East Germany discussing the distribution 
of Coca-Cola there. Almost at the same 
time we reorganized: As soon as we saw 
the changes,  we  moved  East  Germany 
into  the West  German and  E.C.  group, 
and transferred the infrastructure, talent, 
and technology of our West German oper-
ations into East Germany. Within weeks, 
we were shipping Coca-Cola in cans into 
East Germany to distributors with whom 
we  had  made  agreements.  Within  a 
month or two, we were selling a million 
cases a month in East Germany. 
We discussed a relationship with local 
East German soft drinks producers who 
had  production  facilities-albeit  anti-
quated-whereby  they  could  begin  to 
contract pack Coca-Cola in East Germany 
to  our standards,  and  to  upgrade  their 
technology. By July, we had put our first 
East German production facility in place. 
Now  we're  no  longer  solely  importing 
into East Germany, we're producing and 
distributing in the country. Next year we 
expect to  sell  30 million  cases and,  by 
1995,  100 million  cases a year in  East 
Germany. 
In Eastern Europe, do you do barter 
or do you have hard currency? 
We do counter trading. In Yugoslavia, we 
have been exporting wine out of the coun-
try for  years  in  order  to  bring  in  our 
concentrate and the equipment necessary 
to build the business. In Poland, we were 
exporting beer,  in  Hungary apple  juice. 
Historically that has obviously been limit-
ing growth: You have to find the exports 
to get the import in. We are hopeful, and 
believe, that in the 1990s those curren-
cies will be convertible, which will allow 
for  growth  on  the  basis  of  a  market-
driven economy as we know it. 
What events will you be sponsoring 
in Europe in 1992? 
There are a number of cultural and sport-
ing events in  which  we  will  be  actively 
participating. We  are a major sponsor of 
the Barcelona summer Olympics, and the 
winter Games in Albertville, France. Dis-
ney  is  opening  a  park  outside  Paris, 
where we will have exclusive distribution 
on carbonated soft drinks. There is also 
the Seville "Expo '92" World's Fair, and 
celebrations of the SOOth  anniversary of 
Columbus' discovery of America.  D Chase Manhattan 
om  Swayne,  Senior  Vice-
President and Europe Cor-
porate Finance Director for 
The  Chase  Manhattan 
Bank, discusses his bank's 
strategy  in  Western  and 
Eastern  Europe for  the  1990s.  Swayne 
was  interviewed by  Anke Middelmann 
in August. 
Will you be adopting any new strate-
gies, or changing your current strat-
egies, for the upcoming single mar-
ket? If  so, what are those? 
We  have  [already]  changed  our  strate-
gies. We have been expecting and dealing 
with the changes for some time; they are 
not some new revelation in terms of our 
structure. 
But  we  are continuing  to  refine  our 
structure in  Europe.  Our  approach  has 
not  been  that of  a  corporation  new  to 
Europe-we have been in most countries 
for over 50 years and have a fairly  sub-
stantial European presence, probably one 
of the only complete networks in Europe. 
Our  strategy,  therefore,  has  always 
been  to  deliver  services  in  a  focused 
manner, on a pan-European basis. So the 
fact  that  Europe,  and  the  corporations 
within it, is  becoming  more a part of a 
common Europe is a great advantage for 
us. 
What are the advantages of running 
your European operations from Lon-
don instead of from New York? 
You are part of the European picture, as 
opposed to observing it from a time zone 
away.  Our approach is not to try to be a 
universal bank to all  the corporations in 
Europe,  but to have  long-standing  rela-
tionships,  which  we  have  built  up  over 
many years. 
We  have an industry focus in  Europe. 
In addition,  we  have strong product ca-
pabilities, not only in London, but in key 
markets across Europe. Our hub is defi-
nitely London,  and we have spokes that 
are not inconsequential in many locations 
across Europe. We  work as a connected 
series  of  units,  as  opposed  to  a  free-
standing,  independent,  locally  servicing 
corporation.  We  concentrate  on  cross-
border [activity],  and we  do  not empha-
size  local  servicing,  except  in  selected 
cases. For example, media is one of our 
key industries. We have a media team in 
London that works very closely with our 
media hub in the United States. 
What will  happen  in the  banking 
industry after 1992? Will there be a 
shakeout once the single market is 
in place? 
At  the  moment,  there  are  a  series  of 
participants in the corporate finance busi-
ness in Europe. Some of these have been 
very  strong  in,  let's  say,  a  very  local 
market. Their clients increasingly will be 
looking for them, or for intermediaries, to 
provide  services, not just within  a local 
market but, as their capabilities expand 
throughout Europe, around the world and 
in multiple locations. 
That's going to force,  and [already] is 
forcing, a great number of local players to 
make decisions such as: 
• strategic alliances; 
• ways in which they can spend the money 
to  build  up  networks across  the world, 
which some of them cannot do; 
•  whether  to sell  out  completely  since 
they will  not be able to compete in  that 
format; 
• whether to focus on super-niche strate-
gies that will mean much downsizing, on 
just a small  specialty,  or on  a series of 
specialties that they may be able to de-
velop. 
Europe asked senior executives at several 
large American firms  the following questions: 
Question I 
Is your company adapting new strategies  to 
prepare for the 1992 single market in 
Europe? If  so,  what are your strategies? 
stton 
Do you see the new Eastern European 
democracies as potential markets for your 
company's products?  What plans do you  have 
for expansion  into this area? 
C.  Wesley  Smith,  President,  International 
Paper Europe: 
0  We  have  not  changed  our  business 
strategy as we have prepared International 
Paper to benefit from  the formation  of a 
single  European  market.  Like  everyone, 
we  have  heard a lot of speculation about 
the possible effects of the changes slated 
for  1992.  Rather  than  making  decisions 
based on one scenario or another, we have 
continued  our  long-standing  policy  con-
cerning expansion by acquisition-looking 
for  businesses  with  the  potential  to  be 
long-term, strong performers under vari-
ous circumstances. 
An example of this policy is that we have 
kept the management structures of compa-
nies  we  acquired  in  Europe.  They were 
successful  as independent  companies,  so 
we saw no reason to change management. 
These  companies  are  Aussedat  Rey  in 
France,  Zanders  in  West  Germany, 
Bergvik Kemi in Sweden and the Nether-
lands,  and  Ilford  in  the United Kingdom, 
France,  and  Switzerland.  In  addition  to 
these acquisitions, we are a major exporter 
of pulp, linerboard, and bleached board to 
Europe and we operate one of the largest 
container businesses on the Continent. 
Our view of 1992 is that it is a process 
that has more to do  with the concept of 
change than with change itself. We do not 
believe the formation of a single economic 
community will make a significant immedi-
ate  difference.  It will  bring  some  very 
useful changes, but more are likely to be 
gradual.  We  expect  to  see  a  steady  in-
crease in the level of international coopera-
tion inside and outside the European Com-
munity. 
@  There is  certainly  potential,  but  it is 
wise to remember that these countries are 
in an extremely difficult period of political 
and  economic  adjustment.  The collective 
market is large and tempting, but, because 
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nificant growth potential in confectionery.  ~  of  the uncertainties,  we  think  it best to  rebuild  an  industrial  base  and  put  labor 
slowly  investigate  and  study  possible  in- Mter the acquisition of Jacobs Suchard,  back to productive work, as it was in Eu-
vestments in  Eastern Europe. For exam- KGFI sales will more than double in Europe  rope after World  War  II.  And  it is  more 
ple, we recently attended a trade show in  to over $7 billion.  than to exploit the advantages and oppor-
Moscow where the need for liquid packag- tunities of an open market, as is the case 
ing systems was emphasized. As a result,  @  Philip Morris was among the first inter- with  the  1992 single  market.  The chal-
we  have  a  contract with  Czechoslovakia  national companies  to market in  Eastern  lenge of establishing market economies in 
and  the  Soviet  Union  to  supply  aseptic  Europe.  Our  success  in  establishing  li- Eastern Europe involves shifting the entire 
packaging systems, and we are negotiating  censee agreements in most of the Eastern  pattern of resource utilization  by  pricing 
supplying systems to other Eastern Euro- European countries during the 1970s pro- goods to reflect their scarcity, eliminating 
pean countries. In addition, we are seeking  vides the company with growth potential.  massive  state subsidies, and creating the 
new business  in  Eastern Europe for  our  The region offers future opportunities,  real possibility  of  bankruptcy and  unem-
existing  manufacturing  base  in  Western  but one should not expect much change in  ployment. 
Europe.  the near term. Eastern Europeans do not  ...  All  of  that makes  caution  the  by-
have  the hard currency to buy  imported  word for Western firms contemplating do-
products.  ing  business in  Eastern Europe. Caution, 
John  Dollisson,  Vice-President,  Corporate  One  of  our  leading  brands,  Marlboro,  however, does not mean that opportunities 
Affairs, Philip Morris International, Inc:  has been in Eastern Europe for years, and  should not be sought and explored, as GM 
is  the  largest  international  brand  I)lade  did in entering into an agreement in Hun-
0  Philip Morris International (PMI) is well  under  license  in  all  Eastern  European  gary. 
positioned to take advantage of the 1992  countries  (except  the  Soviet  Union  and  In fact,  Western companies wanting to 
European  single  market in  Europe.  The  Romania), although the volume is small.  do business in Eastern Europe need to get 
company  has  long  operated  as  a  global  PMI is better positioned than other ciga- in now, or risk being locked out. They will 
company, with four manufacturing centers  rette companies in this region, and should  have  to  invest  and  establish  operations 
in  Europe  (the  Netherlands,  West  Ger- be  able  to  take  advantage  of  whatever  there, and they will have to export out of 
many (two), and Belgium), and a research  opportunities the future holds.  Eastern Europe. There will be real oppor-
facility  in  Switzerland.  These  facilities  tunities,  but those who  go  for  them will 
serve all of the European Community.  John  F.  Smith,  Jr.,  Vice-Chairman,  General  need to earn their way over the long haul. 
PMI  has always operated overseas with  Motors Corporation  (GM) 
the view that Europe is a continent rather  (Excerpts from a Duke University speech, 
than  a  collection  of  individual  countries.  0  We are a European company with a 60- 1990.) 
This  is  reflected  in  our  promotion,  ad- year history. We are well prepared for the 
vertising,  marketing,  and  manufacturing  1992 single  market as we  are organized 
activities. PMI has about 22 percent of the  and operate on a pan-European basis. We  Thomas  Holtrop,  Vice-President,  Public  Af-
E.C. market.  have  the  broadest  sales  base  of  all  the  fairs  and  Communications,  American  Ex-
This  history  of  being  a  pan-European  European automakers with a double-digit  press, London: 
operation for more than 30 years will stand  market share in 12 of 17 countries. 
PMI in good stead as Europe approaches the  We are well positioned because we have  @ American Express has  had a business 
single market.  improved  our  productivity  and  capacity  presence in  Eastern Europe for  over 30 
A Philip  Morris subsidiary,  Kraft  Gen- utilization without building new plants. In  years.  The  new  democracies  offer  huge 
eral Foods International (KGFI),  has Euro- Spain, we have added a third shift at our  potential to increase our travel-related ser-
pean  sales  of  $3.5  billion.  Its  European  Zagoria assembly plant, making it the first  vices businesses. 
regional headquarters are in Munich.  three-shift,  24-hour-a-day  vehicle  assem- In the area of travel, the company will be 
Richard J. Collins, Manager, Public  bly operation in Europe. We are now mak- seeking to expand its travel service office 
Affairs, KGFI, says the company has sue- ing some 360,000 cars a year there, on one  network, primarily to service the increase 
cessfully  launched  7  5  new  products  and  assembly line.  in  American  Express  inbound  travel  eli-
line  extensions,  several  of  which  are  Last December,  we  established a joint  ents-leisure and business in particular. It 
contributing to building European brands.  venture  with  Saab-Scania,  the  Swedish  will also provide travel financial services-
These new products and lines include new  automobile, truck, and aircraft builder ....  the sale and refund of travelers' checks-
varieties of cream cheese, and low-choles- This  will  enable  GM  to  strengthen  its  and other services for  American Express 
terol, light, and low-fat Kraft cheeses and  presence in the European luxury car mar- Cardmembers.  In  the  longer  term,  the 
dressings. It has  also  added  new soluble  ket.  demand  for  outbound  travel  services  is 
coffees, such as Kenco and Saimaza, to its  I would give more examples, but I think  expected. The latter will be determined by 
line-ups in the United Kingdom and Spain.  you have the general idea: We  are bullish  the  hardening  of  the  Eastern  European 
In  early summer,  KGFI  made  a significant  on  Europe,  and  we  are  bullish  on  GM  currencies. 
move in Europe with the announced agree- Europe.  Joint-venture  card  agreements  have 
ment to purchase Jacobs Suchard, a large  been concluded in the Soviet Union, Hun-
chocolate manufacturer.  @  Looking at the Eastern European mar- gary, and Czechoslovakia. Additionally, the 
These  combined  European  businesses  ket, we must keep in mind that the word  exclusive  agreement  with  Cedok  in 
complement each other, giving added scale  "potential" is still the operative term.  Czechoslovakia includes the exclusive sale 
in  coffee  across Europe, and offering sig- ...  The challenge here is more than to  of American Express travelers' checks by 
18 E U R 0  P E It's expensive and  time-consuming to 
build up a full European capability. This is 
one of the problems for the more moder-
ately sized players, who have traditionally 
been very local in their focus.  Some will 
survive, some will be merged, some will 
form joint ventures, and some will  turn 
into very focused boutiques. 
Another  group  of  players  would  be 
American, Japanese, and other firms that 
are just now arriving in  Europe and are 
trying to take advantage of what's going 
to happen.  Their decisions  will  vary.  In 
some cases, [U.S. firms] will try and bring 
with them the advantages that they may 
have in  the United States, for example, 
and try to focus on a marketing strategy 
that delivers U.S. solutions to Europeans. 
A third group of firms has chosen, and 
will  choose,  to do  fly-in  type marketing 
from  a couple  of locations, like  London, 
and to deal with the fact that they cannot 
afford to build a network quickly enough. 
They will be using an airplane to jet some 
of their people into some of  these mar-
Marriott Corporation 
kets. That is a more difficult strategy to 
execute. You  are trying to win  business 
from  a  client  base  you  may  not  have 
established  yet,  in  a  very  competitive 
market environment.  It is  unlikely  that 
you will have a high success ratio. 
Another  approach  will  be  the  large, 
powerful European banks that have been 
spreading out trying to gain more market 
presence in  Europe.  Those  players  are 
few,  but  some  interesting  ones  are 
emerging: Very powerful large European 
groups will  continue to develop and will 
do quite well. 
Are you saying, then, that the trend 
is toward trans-border operations ei-
ther diversifying into many areas or 
really specializing into very specific 
ones? 
Yes.  Take Deutsche Bank,  for  example, 
which is  very powerful and dominant in 
Germany.  People  who  decide  to  enter 
Germany will be unlikely to be very suc-
cessful  if they  emerge  as  local  banks, 
Ronald E  man 
onald E. Eastman, Group 
Vice  President,  Interna-
tional  Lodging  Develop-
ment,  Marriott  Corpora-
tion,  was  interviewed  by 
Robert ].  Guttman at the 
corporation's Bethesda,  Md.,  headquar-
ters in late summer. 
How  will  the 1992 single market 
affect Marriott's business? 
We think it will cause more travel, which 
will  certainly lead to more hotel usage. 
We will also do more conferences, which 
would add to hotel nights as well as meet-
ing room occupancies. 
Do  you see  a  change in the  way 
people are thinking in Europe be-
cause of 1992? 
Yes,  there's a  change  because of  more 
free trade. In fact, I spent 10 days in Paris 
recently working  with  a  bank  and  two 
contractors  in  France  to  do  a  hotel  in 
Madrid. So a lot of things are going back 
and forth across the borders. 
Do you see a spirit of optimism per-
vading Europe? 
I don't know if it's a spirit of optimism. 
There's certainly a spirit of more compet-
itiveness.  There will  certainly be fewer 
automobile manufacturers. Each country 
is no longer going to have its own three or 
setting up  branch locations and compet-
ing  head-on  with  Commerzbank,  Deut-
sche Bank, and a few  other pretty good 
banks. 
So therefore their strategies will have 
to be tempered by the reality that there 
are excellent local providers of those ser-
vices  who  have  been in  the market for 
many years, and who have long-standing, 
deep  relationships-for  example,  com-
mon ownership structures. Those are for-
midable barriers to new entrance. Chase 
Manhattan has been in  London for  over 
100  years,  and  in  a  number  of  these 
[European] markets for  many years.  So 
we have the benefits of having developed 
and nourished some very good relation-
ships. However, we are not trying to be 
all things to all people, and we are contin-
ually refining our physical presence. It is 
a business that requires very good local 
execution capabilities,  and the flexibility 




This vacation season, fly 
one of our new 757-200's to 
Luxembourg, a  land of time-
less charm at the very heart of 
today's Europe. En route, you'll 
enjoy not only some of the low-
est possible fares to Europe 
but also some of the warmest 
hospitality anywhere. And 
from Luxembourg, you can 
take advantage of the best 
deals in rental cars as well as 
special train fares. All, from 
the Qijginallow fare airline 
to Europe. 
r•••••••••••• 
I  Mail coupon to Jcelandair  LEMS 90 I 
P.O. Box105 
I  West Hempstead, N.Y.11552  I 
I  Name  I 
I  Address  I 
I  State  Zip  I 
I  Call your travel agent or:  I 
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S E PTE M BE R  1 9 9 0  19 that organization, the first non-bank com-
pany in that country to offer this service. 
Following the unification of the two Ger-
man currencies on July  2,  American  Ex-
press launched its Deutsche Mark Card in 
East Germany and established a mini-oper-
ations center. This will  primarily expand 
CNN is also in active discussions with Bul-
garian parties for an experimental distribu-
tion in Plovdiv, the country's second-larg-
est city. 
Timothy O'Kennedy, International Marketing 
Director, Nike: 
the number of service establishments-ac-- ·-
cepting the Card (currently over 200) and 
will process  aramember af)plications. 
0  It is certaffily our view that 1992 will 
have a very stimulating effect on the Euro-
pean economy in general and on consumer 
spending in particular. As  a brand that is 
fairly dependent on discretionary income, 
we want to be as well-positioned as possi-
ble  prior  to  the  final  unification  of  the 
market. 
Other eJg>ansion plaps in the GDR include, 
the o~g  of three American  Express-
:& 
owned travel offices in  Leipzig,  Dresden, 
and East Berlin. 
frhe company believes its investment' in 
Eastern Europe will serve its customers' 
immediate needs and reap rewards in the 
long t~pn. 
Mark Rudolph,  Vice-President and  Director 
of SaJes for CNN International Sales Limited: 
0  In  198<i,  Cable  News  Networ  (CNN), 
became  the  \vorld'_ s  first  24-hour  news 
network with the intention of distributing 
international news globally.  In  1985, CNN 
began transmitting its live round-the-dock 
news service, Cable News Network Inter-
national (CNNI)  to 27 European countries. 
Because CNN has had a global outlook since 
its launch in 1980, and is now available and 
marketed in all of the E.C.  countries, CNN 
will not be changing its strategies for  the 
1992 single market. 
@  CNN has been actively involved in Eas -
ern Europe  since  it  opened  its  Moscow 
bureau in February 1983. 
CNN World Report is the world's larg-
est international  news  exc  ge and the 
only  truly  global  newscast,  carrying  re- ,.  ·.··  . 
ports from more than 150 news orgamza-
tions in over 122 counr es, including many 
Eastern European news organizations. In 
Eastern Europe, CNN 1s itvailable in hotels 
in  Poland,  Yugoslavia,  Hungary,  and  the 
Soviet Union.  CNNI  is available  to 48,000 
television households itt''*iiungary, and be-
tween eight and 10 million Polish viewers 
can  watch  excerpts  of  CNN's  Headline 
News, which has been taped\ ct translated 
into Polish.  In  addition,  the Yugeslav na-
tional  broadcaster, JRT,  distributes CNN  in 
Yugoslavia. 
Most  recently,  Czechoslovakian  broad-
caster  CST  has  begun  using  CNNI  on  an 
experimental basis for  two  evening news 
briefs and also during the day on the coun-
try's experimental third television station. 
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In preparation, we are not adopting new 
stnategies as much as we  are organizing 
ourselves to evolve and implement existing 
ones. We have done enough research to be 
co  vinced that our basic positioning,  and 
many of the strategies that created it, are 
conceptually appropriate for Europe, with 
some locally indicated variations. 
Our goal is to mirror the U.S. organiza-
tional model both at the regional and, even-
tually, at the country level. 
@  The potentiarfor us is clear, but we are 
taking  the  long-term view.  Many  people 
envisioned an immediate and insatiable de-
m  nd for Western goods-especially pro-
totypically  Western  brands-when  the 
process of democratization began; that has 
•  not yet materialized. 
There are several reasons for this. For 
one thing,  Eastern Europeans face  great 
personal economic insecurity, which is not 
a  mind-set  usually  associated  with  free 
spendiiig. For another, the simple fact that 
Western brands are now available to East-
ern retailers does not mean that instanta-
neous  and40widesJ?read  distribution  is  as-
sured;  as  of  early  July,  most  Eastern 
·  retailer s in our industry were still carrying 
Wtttally ohly the major German brands. 
But per~ps  most importantly for us, the 
demand for  high-epd  products is  not yet 
very great; it  will take time and marketing  , 
dollars to upgnt~e Eastern European mar-
kets to the pojnt that they can represent 
significant vofume for  Nike. In the mean-
while__,Jow-end brands may have some suc-
cess, but the commodity end of the mar-
kets is of little interest to us. 
four  different  automobile  companies. 
There is a big opportunity for companies 
like Ford, General Motors, and others. 
There are going to be winners and 
losers because of 1992. Do you see a 
shakeout in the hotel business? 
There might be some, yes. There's been 
a lot already.  There were a  number of 
sales in  the United Kingdom just in  the 
past several months, and  there will  be 
others. We think there will be more and 
more international firms.  You  will see a 
number of U.S. firms become more inter-
national. 
What are other growth markets in 
Europe at this time? 
Golf is becoming a big factor in Europe, 
which  also  presents opportunities to do 
golf resorts, and a lot of business meet-
ings. 
Most of your customers are business 
people. Are they aware of the 1992 
single market? 
Of course. Many Americans are trying to 
establish themselves in  the market now 
because it's large enough. They can have 
one office for 325 million people, instead 
of  12  different  operations,  to  establish 
and  market their products.  So  a  lot  of 
people  are  getting  involved,  especially 
more  medium-sized  companies,  which 
[prefer] to have one European office ver-
sus 12 country offices. 
Does Marriott have a  strategy for 
expanding into Eastern Europe? 
Yes. We're currently looking at a number 
of opportunities in Moscow, Prague, and 
Budapest.  However,  the  opening  up  of 
Eastern Europe has caused some confu-
sion. For example, we don't always know 
exactly who's in charge now,  like we did 
before.  Also, we  often don't know  who 
owns  the  land.  Some  people  say:  "My 
grandfather  owned  that  land,  back  in 
1938-44, so that's my land now, not the 
government's.'' So there is confusion, but 
we feel that there are certain opportuni-
ties for hotels there, especially in Czecho-
slovakia and Hungary. 
When you do invest in Eastern Eu-
rope,  are you going  to start with 
luxury hotels? 
We have one hotel in Eastern Europe and 
it's  very  much  high  class-a five-star 
hotel in Warsaw.  0 FEATURE 
ESPITE THE MANY RISKS INVOLVED, AMER-
ican  companies  are  moving  into  Eastern Europe 
because  of  the  potential  of  profits  in  this  new 
market. 
Of course, companies are not putting 
all their chips on the table; for now, they 
are merely placing small bets to test the 
new terrain. Ford Motor Company's july 
decision to build an $80-million automo-
tive components plant in Hungary, to pro-
duce ignition coils and fuel pumps for its 
Western  European  branch,  is  a  case  in 
point. 
This venture represents a tiny fraction 
of Ford's presence in  Europe,  let alone 
the world.  But at this early stage, pres-
ence,  not  profits,  is  most  important. 
"Companies are dipping their big toes in 
the water," explains john Endean, Vice-
President of Policy at the American Busi-
ness Conference, a business association 
representing some of the fastest-growing 
companies  expanding  overseas.  "Right 
now it's a learning process, and compa-
nies are thinking [in the] long term; this is 
the  beginning  of  broader  international 
expansion." 
The early birds hope to get the best 
deals. Example: The Hungarian Govern-
ment agreed to grant Ford 10 years with-
out taxes as an incentive to invest. 
More importantly,  businesses will es-
tablish contacts and create a new base. 
With personnel exchanges now being dis-
cussed, notably in the Soviet Union, man-
agers from both sides could gain a crucial 
understanding  of  each  others'  culture, 
people, and business techniques. For ex-
ample,  Eastern  European  companies 
have for the most part been dominated by 
the Communist nomenclature more con-
cerned with party ideology than with cor-
porate efficiency. Accordingly, a thorough 
understanding of Eastern European busi-
ness and  culture is  essential to begin a 
new global partnership. 
To minimize  the risks of any political 
backlash, most companies are sticking to 
joint  ventures.  General  Electric  (G.E.) 
has joined with Hungary's Tungsram to 
produce  light  bulbs  in  Eastern Europe. 
G  .E.  offers  its management  techniques 
and advanced technology in exchange for 
Tungsram'  s established position as a sup-
plier in Europe. Levi Strauss & Co.  has 
invested a majority share in a joint ven-
ture to produce denim jeans and jackets in 
Kiskunhalas,  Hungary.  It is now  looking 
to  set up  plants  in  Poland,  Czechoslo-
vakia, and the Soviet Union. 
Even the smaller American companies 
Eastern 
Europe 
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Soviet  Union.  Tabard  Farm  has  an-
nounced a joint venture with the Soviet 
Union's  Zybino  to  build  a  farm-based 
food-processing  facility  to  manufacture 
potato chips. The task is arduous: "Criti-
cal areas," explained Edward Cohen, co-
director of Tabard Farm to International 
Economy, "include lack of Soviet experi-
ence in commerce and sales and a lack of 
packaging potential.'' 
The more cautious companies are pool-
ing their resources by joining in consortia 
to tap the Eastern European market of 
more  than  400  million  people.  For in-
stance, Eastman Kodak, Chevron, Merca-
tor, Johnson & Johnson, RJR Nabisco, and 
Archer-Daniels-Midland have formed the 
American Trade Consortium to establish 
business relations with Soviet companies. 
Through the Overseas Private Invest-
ment Corporation (OPIC), American inves-
tors can  find  compatible  Eastern Euro-
pean firms through a computer data bank 
that operates like  a dating service. OPIC 
also  offers  political  risk  coverage-for 
war,  revolution,  or insurrection-in Po-
land and Hungary. 
Even though optimism floats in the air, 
harsh  reality  still  exists.  First,  most 
agreements are just on paper-in other 
words, they are largely non-operational. 
Second,  there  is  no  infrastructure  to 
speak  of:  Roads,  telecommunications, 
banks,  and  industry  are  antiquated  in 
Western  terms.  Third,  understanding 
who  owns  what is  confusing. Joint ven-
tures  and  acquisitions  are  impeded  by 
antiquated accounting methods and faulty 
record  keeping.  In  more  embarrassing 
circumstances,  many  individuals  have 
been demanding back property stripped 
from  them  by  the  communist  govern-
ments  after World  War  II.  And  fourth, 
with the exception of the internally con-
vertible zloty, Eastern European curren-
cies are inconvertible. 
The  relationship  between  the  pound 
sterling, the dollar, and the ruble is simple 
for cynics in the Soviet Union: It takes a 
whole pound of rubles just to get a dollar. 
While Eastern Europeans think of puns to 
lighten the burden of a dismal  financial 
situation, American companies are more 
creative.  Pepsico,  for  example,  exports 
wooden  chairs from  Poland  to its Pizza 
Hut franchises in the United States, and 
sells its soft drink to the Soviet Union in 
exchange for old submarines. 
Bartering aside, lack of hard currency 
makes it difficult  for  companies to fix  a 
value  on  a  deal.  For  example,  Pet,  a 
Hungarian fertilizer company, was sold to 
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Poland: Polmos {vodka producer) 
Petrochemica {oil refinery) 
Lubin Copper {mining, smelting) 
Huta Katowice {steelworks) 
Lenin Steel {steelworks) 
Hungary: Hungarian  Plastics  (plastics 
manufacturer) 
Duna Oil (oil refinery) 
Tissa Chemicals (chemicals) 
Hungarian Electrical Works Trust (elec-
tric energy) 
Ikarus (bus manufacturer) 
Czechoslovakia: CEZ (electric energy) 
Skoda (automobile manufacturer, heavy 
machinery) 
ZTS (heavy machinery) 
OKR {mining) 
NHKG (steelworks, rolling mills) 
Romania: Electronica (household electric, 
computers, radios) 
Textile Machinery Central (light indus-
try equipment) 
National Center for Aviation (aircraft) 
Chimica (chemicals, pharmaceuticals, 
paper) 
Danubiana (rubber, plastics, chemicals) 
East Germany: Baumwolle (textiles) 
Carl Zeiss Jena (precision optical equip-
ment) 
Robotron (computer technology, data 
processing) 
Mikroelectronik (electronics) 
Fortschritt Landmaschinen (farm equip-
ment) 
Bulgaria: Kremikovtzi (steelworks, metal-
lurgy) 
Bulgarian Maritime {shipbuilding) 
Polimet (chemicals) 
Polichim (chemicals) 
Lead & Zinc (nonferrous metals process-
ing) 
Soviet Union: Avto Vaz (automobiles) 
GAZ (automobiles, trucks) 
Zil Production (trucks, appliances) 
Elektro Zavod (electrical engineering) 
Tyazmashzagranpostavka (heavy power, 
transport, engineering) 
(Source: Financial  World,  March 6, 1990) 
Hungarian  and  Swiss  companies  for 
$45.5  million,  even  though  Price 
Waterhouse valued it at somewhere be-
tween $10.6 million and $182 million. 
Paradoxically,  the very backwardness 
that impedes success for many joint ven-
tures  is  the  principal  driving  force  for 
others. In telecommunications, for exam-
ple, the situation is so bad that business 
people  can  only  trust personal  interac-
tion.  According  to  Business  America, 
only  one-third  of  Polish  telephone  calls 
are ever completed  . 
The  pace  of  technological  change  in 
Eastern Europe can only accelerate now 
that the June 7 Committee for  Multilat-
eral Export Controls (  cocoM) meeting in 
Paris has authorized a major liberalization 
of technology trade restrictions. Minne-
sota-based  Control  Data  had  eagerly 
awaited cocoM' s approval to sell six com-
puters to  the Soviets for  nuclear safety 
engineering. Of course, some still argue 
that agreements on paper are a far  cry 
from reality. 
Not  all  Eastern  European  industry 
needs help, however. Science, especially 
biotechnology, is highly regarded. This is 
partly because raw materials and scien-
tific research are cheap (senior scientists 
in  Poland  earn  approximately  $80  a 
month), and partly because Marxism in-
spired  a  long-standing  commitment  to 
excellence in science and technology. 
American companies are keenly aware 
of the Eastern European strengths in the 
scientific  field.  Millipore,  for  example, 
started a joint research and development 
center with the Institute of  Genetics in 
Moscow  to  isolate  biologically  active 
compounds. 
Which  Eastern European country will 
lead the way  in  attracting American in-
vestment  still  remains  uncertain.  Hun-
gary has taken the early lead because of 
its  proximity  to  Western  markets  and 
aggressive  business  incentives.  Poland 
and Czechoslovakia are trying to achieve 
the  same  goal-a  free-market  econ-
omy-using different methods. Poland is 
attempting the "cold turkey" approach-
stopping  inflation,  reducing  the  budget 
deficit, and ending government subsidies 
and  control  of  prices  in  one  rapid  and 
painful blow. Czechoslovakia, in contrast, 
is acting in progressive stages, by slowly 
loosening prices, controlling inflation, and 
building capital markets, all without over-
relying on Western cash. 
Since  no  country has  ever made  the 
transition from a communist to a capital-
ist economy, it will be fascinating for U.S. 
businesses to watch, learn, and possibly 
profit from the experience.  E 
Anthony O'Sullivan has contributed to staff reports 
for  Europe  magazine.  Jana Nelhybel and Genon 
Jensen also contributed to this article. .........  r----------------------------------------------------------
FEATURE 
The Telecom Industry  Takes 
Off 
Ringing Up Sales 
in Eastern Europe 
HE EASTERN HALF OF THE EUROPEAN CON-
tinent is  fast  becoming  a key  battleground in  the 
global  telecommunications contest, as  most of the 
deregulated  American  telecommunications  giants 
eagerly pursue opportunities from Berlin to Bucharest. 
It is competition with enormous stakes. 
Major  trends are recasting communica-
tions systems worldwide, and the inaugu-
ration  of  ultra-high-tech  equipment  is 
seen  as  infrastructure  befitting  a  new 
century. Digitization, cellular phone units, 
integrated services, fiber optics lines, and 
value-added  data  exchange  networks-
spawned from the transformation of ordi-
nary telephones into information receiv-
ers,  organizers,  and  transmitters-are 
cornerstones  of  a  vast  telecommunica-
tions revolution. 
For businesses, globalization, mergers, 
image-changing,  and  rationalization  are 
crucial for their future prospects in tele-
communications. Just as is true in other 
"sunrise"  sectors,  enormous  research 
and  development  costs  are  required. 
"You  cannot  be  a  world-class  competi-
tor,"  cautions  a  Siemens  spokesman, 
"without  enormous  investments"  that 
are "difficult for many companies." Com-
panies on both sides of the Atlantic won-
der about  "fine  print"  and  forthcoming 
regulations affecting shared deals and al-
liances-as well as measures to preserve 
the  Community's  indigenous  market 
share. 
The ubiquitous trade issue is another 
factor propelling American interest in Eu-
rope's  dialing  systems.  With  nearly  $3 
billion  worth of  overseas  investment in 
telecommunications,  American  Tele-
phone & Telegraph (AT&T) and the roster 
of deregulated "Baby Bells" boast consid-
erable  expertise  abroad.  The  arena  of 
telecommunications and allied equipment 
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MCI Communications  Cor-
poration, discusses MCI's 
strategies for ,the  1992 single 
market, Eastern  Europe,  and 
the  role  of telecommunica-
tions  in  Europe  in  an exclu-
sive "Europe" magazine in-
terview with  Robert J. 
Guttman  in  late summer at 
MCI's corporate headquar-
ters  in Washington,  D.C. 
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Do you  have any special strategic plans for 
the  1992 single market? 
As a company, we are focusing on it as  a 
major opportunity. We've got ~ significant 
correspondent  relationships  with all  the 
E. C. copntries. These go back many years 
because  the two companies  that we ac-
quired-Western  Union  International 
and  RCA  Global  Communications-had 
agreements  and  arrangements  with  the 
various PTTs (Public Telephone and Tele-
graph) in Europe, going back 50 years. 
MCI  has  continued to expand on those 
relationships.  We  now  have  certificate 
agreements across the spectrum of  services 
with all the E.C. countries, which we see 
as something on which we can potentially 
build as opportunities in 1992 come about. 
We account for an excess of 15 percent of 
all the phone traffic to and from Europe, 
some countries being higher than others. 
We have initiated special agreements for 
world  mail  and  Infonet,  which  offers 
value-added packet services. 
You're going to find that MCI is a player 
in some of the value-added services  that 
will evolve. The E.C.'s 1992 single mar-
ket program has already endorsed compe-
tition  in  value-added  types  of telecom-
munication services, and MCI plays a part 
in that by setting up specialized networks 
to focus on individual communities, ven-
tures,  financial  transportation,  and other 
things. We are working in joint partner-
ships,  maybe  even  through  acquisitions 
within the E.C., to get ourselves strategi-
cally placed for various opportunities. 
As  a company, we're going to· have to 
obviously play  by  the  ground rules  that 
will be set  up.  Those ground rules have 
been somewhat fluid, although they con-
tinue to point toward a direction of com-
petition. It's not our posture as a company 
to go in and try to bias the ground rules, 
but rather to be a player within whatever 
the  constraints  and/  or opportunities  set 
up. 
Are you going to have a single strategy for a 
United  States  of  Europe,  or  will  you  still 
market yoJJr  services country-by-country? 
First,  you  will  find  that  MCI  will  have 
multiple  strategies.  On  a  country-by-
country basis,  there  will  still  be  certain 
ground rules left to the providence of the 
country, such as  long-distance  telephone 
services. These include intra-company, in-
tra-country services, and perhaps the abil-
ity of each  country to  set  up  individual 
agreements for certain types  of competi-
tive services. 
Second, you will find us being a player 
where we can with respect to the European 
market.  For  example,  specialized  net-
works  and  valu~-added types  of services 
could be  set  up  throughout Europe that 
fall within the E. C. ground rules. 
Third, we  will posture  ourselves  as  a 
provider  of global  communications  for 
those  transnational  companies  that  are 
headquartered  in  Europe,  for  example, 
and/  or American companies that do busi-
ness in Europe. 
Are  you  going  to  be  a player  in  Eastern 
Europe? 
First and foremost, we look at the Euro-
pean Community and Western Europe as 
the key opportunity in the European arena 
for  MCI.  We do  have  relationships  with 
many of the Eastern European countries; 
for example, we provide voice, telex, and 
message  communications to most of the 
countries  that were  in  the Eastern  bloc. 
We have had business discussions with the 
PTTs of those countries and with the So-
viet Union. 
We will focus on expanding the current 
relationships  and,  perhaps,  establish dif-
ferent kinds of networking in and out of 
the countries. We won't be going in and 
revamping  the  telephone  system, 1 as  a 
number of Bell operating companies are 
bidding to do. We will be a player in terms 
of international  communications  in and 
out of those countries. 
Is  Europe your fastest-growing  market? 
With the  1992 single  market program, 
Europe will  be  the fastest-growing  seg-
ment of our international growth. 
What  do  you  see  as  the  major problems  of 
doing business in  Europe? Are they cultural 
differences? Are they language problems or 
different standards? 
The first  thing is  that each country is  its 
own individual entity. Therefore, at least 
until the 1992 single market program, one 
certainly  did  not  look  at  dealing  with 
Europe as Europe. One looked at dealing 
with Europe as  a grouping of individual countries, each of which had its own pri-
orities,, its  own ways  of doing things.  It 
was paramount for MCI  to recognize that 
and to deal with eac~ country, based on its 
own needs and priorities, and its own rules 
and regulations. 
As  the single market comes into place, 
that will be modified to some degree over 
time.  At least  for  the foreseeable  future, 
however, it will be very important that we 
continue to deal with each country on an 
individual basis. 
I don't think that language or cultural 
differences  have  been a big problem for 
MCI,  simply because  of the way we staff 
the offices.  When I fly  to Europe, I deal 
with MCI employees who have lived in the 
country.  They are  French or Italian,  for 
example,  and  they  know  not  only  the 
language but also the customs. 
Standards, in so far as they are different 
from one COJ.mtry to the next, have come a 
long way: In terms of standardization, the 
E.C. process  has  put standards into place 
early on for most types of services., 
Are fiber optics the main media communica-
tion network that you use for Europe and the 
United States? 
Certainly for  the United States  and cer-
tainly for  communications between here 
and  Europe.  The  trans-Atlantic  cables 
now being put into the ocean are all fiber 
optic  cables,  and  they will be  the  main 
mode of communication over time.  But 
right now,  we use  satellite to  and from 
Europe. We have not built a network in 
Europe or in any of the European coun-
tries. 
In  Europe,  do  you  see  a shakeout  in  your 
industry because  of  1992?  Are  there, going 
to  be winners  and  losers? 
Yes. I don't think that it is at all different 
from the other industries. For example, if 
one  looks  at  the number  of consultants 
running around, there will be a shakeout 
just in terms of consultants. 
In order to be successful, one has to be 
familiar with the territory. We've got ex-
cellent relationships within the individual 
E.C. countries and we've got our corpo-
rate objectives in focys:  It is  critical that 
we  be  a  major  player  on the  European 
scene.  All of those things will come to-
gether as a formula for success for MCI. 
remains a bright spot on  both E.C.  and 
U.S. trade statistics; it is no wonder that 
serious competition is afoot. 
The  Eastern  Bloc  Prepares 
Nowhere  is  this  competition  more  evi-
dent than in  Eastern Europe.  Given  the 
legendary delays not only in basic service 
but also in installation of the most basic 
telephone systems, communications sys-
tems lag  far  behind  those  in  the  West. 
Czechoslovakia-with  the  highest  per 
capita  level  of  telephones  installed-
boasts 236 phones per 1,000 of its citi-
zens,  a  third  the  level  in  the  Federal 
Republic of Germany.  In East Germany, 
some  $22-30 billion  will  be  needed  to 
bring the telephone system on a par with 
that found in the West. The total needed 
to  install  quality  service  across  seven 
Eastern bloc countries by  2005, accord-
ing to Britain's Telecommunications Re-
search Center, is $350 billion. 
Most governments in the Eastern bloc 
are advising foreign companies to adapt a 
long-range strategy. Spin-off benefits for 
fledgling  start  -up  supplies  and  subcon-
tractors will assure preferred treatment, 
as well as packages that include training 
local technical support teams. Overcom-
ing  the  lack  of  hard  currency  may  be 
offset by requests submitted to the World 
Bank  and  other  multilateral  agencies. 
Some  funding  is  also  being  obtained 
through special accounts offered to future 
individual  telephone  service  subscribers 
who deposit advance payments. 
Western European partners with first-
hand expertise in the Eastern bloc were 
received favorably  by  the newly  opened 
companies. Many credit West Germany's 
PTT, the Bundespost, with breaking new 
ground for all players-E.C. and Ameri-
can alike-through an aggressive cellular 
phone  marketing  program.  Concentrat-
ing  on  the other Germany,  the Bundes-
post  instantly  gained  recognition  for  a 
bevy  of  products  among  many  Eastern 
bloc governments. 
Another common thread is the impor-
tance of personal contacts as the range of 
radio  frequencies  and  other proprietary 
"property"  is  negotiated  by  individual 
governments. France's Alcatel and West 
Germany's Siemens,  for  example,  were 
known quantities in Poland when Warsaw 
recently announced plans to end its mo-
nopoly  control  over  communications. 
These E.C.  firms  had  spent time in  ad-
vance  contacting officials  and  indicating 
they would  go  to extra limits  to satisfy 
Polish users. Warsaw liked this approach 
and reasoned that there were many ad-
vantages in collaborating with an alliance 
representing  the  interests  of  two  E.C. 
members. 
Deals Accelerate 
To  assure new contracts, the mini-Bells 
and AT&T are entering into joint ventures 
and  cooperative  agreements with  E.C.-
based telecommunications partners. 
One new kind of alliance is that used by 
Philadelphia-based Bell Atlantic and U.S. 
West, headquartered in Englewood, Colo. 
Both  teamed up  with  proposals for  the 
Czechoslovakian  Ministry  of  Posts  and 
Telecommunications to upgrade  all  sys-
tems "within the target dates," says an 
official, "which are around 1995." 
U.S. West also has ambitious plans for 
Hungary. A first phase, costing $10 mil-
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system. Reynie  Ortiz,  president of U.S. 
West International, says that the govern-
ment agency, Magyar Posta, will provide 
construction and interconnections. Such a 
business  strategy  allows  U.S.  West  to 
remain  in  the  running  for  its  proposed 
fiber optic network in  the Soviet Union. 
With  its  base  in  the  United  Kingdom, 
where U.S.  West  holds  cable  television 
franchises, this Baby Bell is able to moni-
tor potential for  sales of varied services 
across the Continent. 
Con tel, headquartered in Atlanta, envi-
sions radio-telephone service as viable in 
Hungary. According to the company, the 
major challenge was to position itself as 
truly international. "To some extent, we 
wanted a very 'big name' company," says 
a  Hungarian  commercial  attache. 
"(Contel]  convinced  our  Government  it 
was going to stay with us for a very long 
time, for its benefit and ours." 
Another ingredient of success was the 
development  of  Con tel's joint  ventures 
with recently formed,  locally controlled, 
Hungarian companies.  Hungary has, for 
years,  stressed  indigenous  technology 
and electronics as part of its quiet liberal-
ization program, and is able to meet many 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 
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We  reproduce  your American  standard  NTSC 
videotape in foreign standards, PAL and SECAM, 
so  your program  can  be  played  on  equipment 
anywhere in the world. We also convert programs 
recorded  in foreign standards to NTSC for clear 





of Con tel's criteria for  servicing, equip-
ment production,  and the like.  Within  a 
year,  over  20,000  subscribers  are  ex-
pected. 
Motorola,  based  in  Schaumburg,  Ill., 
sees its vast orbiting satellite network as 
a gateway to cellular service in  Eastern 
Europe. Because there is little chance of 
adding capacity in  the switching towers 
found across the E. C., those satellites will 
be  essential.  Motorola  and  Ericsson  of 
Stockholm,  Sweden, will produce equip-
ment together. 
NYNEX,  the Baby Bell from New York, 
had subsidiaries in Geneva and Paris be-
fore  finalizing  contracts  with  France 
Telecom for value-added services, includ-
ing  voice  mail.  In  addition,  a  series of 
cooperative agreements with other E.C. 
members  will  share the fruits  of  some 
research and development while dividing 
marketing efforts.  A joint  venture with 
British Telecommunications PLC  aims  at 
implementing  a  more  localized,  less 
costly, form of cellular service. 
Other opportunities led the Baby Bells 
to form  consortia. Pacific Telesis in San 
Francisco preferred this route in a project 
that will  offer  cellular  services through 
the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany.  Al-
though Southwestern Bell  (in  St. Louis) 
has  not  formally  entered the European 
market, many believe it will choose to join 
a  consortium  in  order to  sell  E.C.  and 
Eastern  European  customers  its  ad-
vanced  integrated  services  digital  net-
work. 
A pair of other Baby Bells,  Chicago's 
Ameritech and Atlanta's Bell South, are 
not yet involved in formal telecommuni-
cations  deals.  But  they  report that op-
tions remain open should niche markets 
arise. 
MCI has been involved in joint ventures 
in  West  Germany  for  five  years,  and 
anticipates marketing to Eastern Europe 
"in a  year  or so,"  insists  international 
affairs  spokesman  Alan  Garratt,  once 
other systems are up  and  running  (see 
also interview, p.  24). 
While  competition for  these lucrative 
markets intensifies, prospects for cooper-
ation at fundamental levels are encourag-
ing.  As  a  spokesman  for  France's SGS-
Thomson  notes,  resolution  of  technical 
standards  issues  (for  the  1992  single 
market) "will lead to better business and 
trade ...  in telecommunications."  E 
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lSSUe. Caspar Weinberger 
aspar  Weinberger,  cur-
rently  publisher  of Forbes 
Magazine and formerly Sec-
retary of  Defense in the Rea-
gan Administration, speaks 
~___.- out on the Middle East cri-
sis, East-West relations, NATO, the end 
of  the cold war, and other defense-related 
issues in an exclusive Europe interview. 
Are you pleased with the E.C.'s reaction to 
Iraq's  invasion  of  Kuwait  and  the  subse-
quent crisis in the  Gulf? 
To the extent that I am familiar  with it, 
yes.  It seems to be  generally along the 
same lines as [the nations of] NATO: Action 
is  required and  the consequences of al-
lowing this aggression to stand, thereby 
encouraging  future  aggression  by 
Saddam Hussein,  would  have  very seri-
ous consequences for Europe, the United 
States, and, indeed, the world. I have not 
seen any specific language from the E. C., 
but my understanding is that they are as 
concerned as NATO at the consequences of 
this aggression. 
The  reaction  of the  world  markets to  this 
kind  of aggression has revealed a certain 
fragility  of  Europe's  "emergent  democra-
cies."  What  is  your  assessment  of  the 
situation,  specifically  of  Eastern  Europe's 
ability  to  weather  such  storms  and  con-
tinue  on  the  path  toward  free  enterprise 
and democracy? 
First of all,  I hope they will continue [on 
the path to democracy]. The communist 
and socialist systems of economics have 
proven  to  be  totally  bankrupt  and  un-
workable. Moving to a true free-market 
economy  does,  however,  require  major 
adjustments. Certainly anything that dis-
rupts the economy and that sends up the 
cost  of  a  very  vital  product  tends  to 
encourage  and  induce  more  inflation. 
This makes it generally much more diffi-
cult for  them to  market their products 
because other countries are similarly af-
fected.  This is  another reason  why  we 
cannot simply stand by idly and accept the 
results of this kind of aggression. 
From  the  response  to  this  crisis,  do  you 
see signs of a new East-West relationship, 
whose  axis  runs  east  and  west  through 
Europe,  or  at least signs  of a new under-
standing of shared interests? 
I think there has been for some time. This 
crisis does emphasize that there are now 
many common interests. One reason why 
we have been able to move as quickly and 
decisively in  the Middle  East is  because 
there appears not to be the kind of situa-
tion that was produced in East-West con-
frontation as we were concerned about a 
year or so ago. 
Your  new  book,  Fighting  for  Peace, 
does  not  emphasize  Europe  as  much  as 
other parts of the world. Why? 
To some extent, that reflects the fact that 
there were not many difficulties or prob-
lems with our relationships with Europe. 
The Chinese  and Japanese relationships 
had  some  interesting  aspects  to  them, 
which we attempted to cover. 
But the book  is  not intended to  be a 
comprehensive  treatment of  everything 
that happened during the seven years [I 
was  U.S.  Secretary of  Defense]. It just 
picks out some highlights and particular 
episodes and activities. 
I certainly believe that the European-
NATO relationship is one of our most im-
portant, as important as those with other 
parts of the world. Our increasing inter-
est in the Pacific should not come-and 
Former Secretary of  De-
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rope. We need them both. 
Do  you  agree  with  E.C.  Commission  Vice 
President Sir  Leon  Brittan's recent speech 
that it might be a possible time for the E.C. 
to  take  on  its  own  defense  capabilities. 
What  would  be  the  role  of  the  Western 
European  Union? 
The Western European Union (WEU)  has 
been around for a long time, and has had 
varying degrees of success. I have never 
had any problem with European organiza-
tions providing additional security for Eu-
rope, as long as they work in cooperation 
with, and not in competition to, NATO, and 
recognize  the vital American linkage  to 
European security. 
The WEU generally falls into that cate-
gory, although many of the Western Eu-
ropean nations have not paid much atten-
tion to it. It could  be a perfectly useful 
mechanism  for  strengthening  Europe's 
security and  providing  additional  Euro-
pean contributions. But, again, it ought to 
be worked in cooperation with NATO. The 
more European security there is, the bet-
ter, but there is the possibility that a lot of 
those organizations, with duplicate over-
heads and bureaucracies, could be a little 
bit wasteful. But as long as it is a cooper-
ative, coordinated effort, I have no prob-
lems with it. 
But  not in  place  of  NATO? 
Not in place of NATO, no. I do not think we 
need anything in its place. NATO has done 
a very fine job: It has largely been respon-
sible for keeping the peace for the past 40 
years.  We  should  support  and  try  to 
strengthen it, and not talk about ways of 
weakening it. 
What  will  be  Western  Europe's  defense 
relations  now  and  in  the  future  with  East-
ern Europe, the Soviet Union, the European 
Community,  and the  United States? 
We  have  a  lot  of  fine  rhetoric  from 
Mikhail Gorbachev, but no actions really 
to back it up  with in  respect to security 
forces.  General  john Galvin  was  asked 
specifically on television if  there had been 
reductions in the size of the Soviet forces 
facing him on the Central European front. 
His  answer was  no.  So  there has  been 
some talk but no reduction. 
The Soviet Union has retained a great 
military capability. Many people feel that 
the Soviets would not use it because they 
are  so  preoccupied  with  their  dreadful 
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economic  situation.  But as long  as  that 
capability is there, and is being strength-
ened and modernized, you  cannot really 
predict the future relationship with any 
confidence. 
I can tell you what I hope would hap-
pen.  I  hope  that  NATO  would  remain 
strong and unified, and that there would 
be a sufficient NATO force to convince the 
Soviets that they could not make a suc-
cessful attack on Europe. That could be 
the  basis  of  better  relations  with  the 
Soviet Union. At present, we have only a 
few months of rhetoric to go on. We have 
very little evidence yet of continued, sus-
tained good behavior, and of the fact that 
the changes in the Soviet Union are irre-
versible. They are much more irrevers-
ible in Eastern Europe. 
I do not believe that Gorbachev is go-
ing  to  be  in  power  very  much  longer. 
Therefore,  much  would  depend  on  his 
successor. If  it is a Boris Yeltsin, or some-
one with that general frame of mind, we 
could probably continue to improve rela-
tions.  If it  is  someone  who  replaces 
Gorbachev  because  they  are  unhappy 
with his letting the Soviet Empire break 
up and downgrading the military, then we 
have a lot to think about. 
Has the  cold  war  ended? 
I don't know. I think the degree of hostil-
ity-the size of the threat from the So-
viet Union to the West-has diminished. 
Whether that is because of the Soviets' 
increasing  concern with  their own  eco-
nomic situation and their recognition that 
they cannot  get the improved  relation-
ships with the West unless they change 
their  public  tone,  or whether  it  repre-
sents a genuine change of heart, I don't 
really know. 
I do not think any of us can or should 
forget that the Soviet Union is  the only 
nation that has the military capability to 
destroy the United States overnight. The 
question then is: Are they likely to use it? 
They are less likely to use it, but that has 
not changed the fact that they still own it. 
Was  the  true  competition  between  the 
United States and the Soviet Union a  policy 
of  economic  competition  using  weapons 
systems as the  counting  chips? 
No.  That seems to  be  a  growing  myth 
now  that  it  is  getting  more  and  more 
favor as one person after another repeats 
it.  The fact  is  that,  as far  as President 
[Ronald]  Reagan and  I were concerned, 
we wanted to-and actually did-regain 
sufficient  military  strength  so  that  the 
Soviets would never feel they could suc-
cessfully attack us or our allies. 
There was  no  idea  that, if we  had  a 
great military, the Soviets would collapse 
economically.  It  certainly  was  not  our 
intention,  and  I do  not think that there 
was  an  attempt to grind them into the 
ground  economically.  They  did  that  to 
themselves,  because  socialist  economic 
theory  does  not  work.  That  has  been 
proven in country after country, and now 
they recognize it themselves. 
Can the Soviet Union, as Gorbachev avers, 
switch to a market economy? 
If it  wants  to  it  can.  That's  where 
Gorbachev  seems to  be  perpetuating a 
myth  in  the  West.  He  is  calling  for  a 
"controlled market economy," but that is 
an oxymoron: There is no such thing. And 
that's Yeltsin' s big point: He's not moving 
in that direction, not only not fast enough, 
but really not at all. 
The Soviet Union can switch to a mar-
ket  economy,  if it  wants  to.  Poland  is 
doing it, and so are various other coun-
tries.  [This  switch]  causes  some  prob-
lems,  of  course,  because  the economic 
theories  are  diametrically  opposed  to 
each other, and it does require a change 
in thinking. 
The Soviets have been traumatized by 
an educational system that, for 40 or 50 
years, has taught them nothing but com-
munist, socialist economics, and has de-
rided capitalism. It will be hard for-them 
to get back to sea, but people who have 
had an opportunity to visit the West and 
to  see  the  differences  in  standards  of 
living don't have any doubts. 
What  will  be  the  impact  on  Europe  of  a 
unified Germany in  2000? 
By that time, Germany as a whole will, in 
a sense, be beginning to be strengthened. 
The  first  few  years  of  unification  will 
require an immense amount of funding to 
try to overcome the incredibly bad situa-
tion in  East Germany.  All  the factories, 
infrastructure, transportation, and  com-
munications  need  to  be  brought  up  to 
date, because, as happened in those East-
em European countries under communist 
domination,  these  things  declined  very 
rapidly and were not modernized or im-
proved over the years. In  10 years, the 
unified Germany may well be a stronger 
economy,  having acquired an improved, 
modernized infrastructure, and be ready 
to reap the fruits of that kind of invest-
ment in East Germany.  E MEMBER STATE  REPORT 
UXEMBOURG  IS  A  COUNTRY 
of bewildering geographical contrasts, 
out of all proportion to its size. Only 35 
......  -.....;- miles  wide  by 60 miles  long,  it is  lit-
tered  with  ancient  forts  and  castles,  and  an 
astonishing array of natural attractions. 
Because of its historical and geographical position between much larger neigh-
bors-who invaded and occupied it often-Luxembourg has developed a keen 
sense of national identity and self-preservation that allows it to approach closer 
European union without fearing  an erosion of national character. Clockwise from 
left: Countryside; Clervaux; the Moselle River. 
High-Tech  and Financial Services Sectors are Growing 
DENISE CLAVELOUX 
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western border with Belgium lie the Lux-
embourg  Ardennes,  where  roads  wind 
through  deep  pine  forests,  undulating 
hills,  and cascading rivers. A bit further 
south,  around  Echternach,  the hills  be-
come more rugged in the area known as 
Ia  petite  Suisse,  which,  while  not quite 
rivaling Switzerland, is close enough to be 
breathtaking. 
Vineyards are much in evidence along 
the eastern border on  the banks  of  the 
Moselle  River,  which  divides  Luxem-
bourg from Germany, and are the source 
of  the  excellent  Luxembourgian  white 
wine,  such  as  Rivaner,  and  sparkling 
wine,  such  as  Bernard-Massard,  which 
rival just about anything produced in Ger-
many or France. 
The steel mills,  the original source of 
the country's wealth, loom up into the sky 
along the southern border with France in 
an area-not much more than about 35 
square miles-that qualifies  as  Luxem-
bourg's industrial heartland. 
More or less in the middle of the coun-
try is Luxembourg City, one of the most 
modern  banking  centers  in  the  world, 
perched in the middle of a fairy-tale set-
ting with ancient fortifications overlook-
ing a  280-foot gorge carved out by  the 
Petrusse River. 
But despite all its charm, many Luxem-
bourgers  leave  the  country.  There  are 
more people of Luxembourgian origin in 
the  United  States  than  in  the  Grand 
Duchy, for example, and over a quarter of 
the Grand Duchy's 360,000 residents are 
foreigners. 
Despite this urge to leave the country 
and see what the rest of the world is up 
to,  Luxembourgers  are  nevertheless 
keen on guarding their national identity, 
and  are  quick  to  react  should  anyone 
mistake them for being German, French, 
or  Belgian.  And  perhaps  because  they 
have  lived  shoulder  to  shoulder  with 
other nationalities for so long-and been 
occupied by their neighbors on  so many 
occasions-Luxembourgers have  devel-
oped special skills in self-preservation. In 
fact,  they alone  among the smaller E.C. 
nations  have  little  fear  of  the plans  for 
creating  a  single  European  market,  as 
they  are  convinced  that  their  own  na-
tional  character  cannot  possibly  be 
eroded. 
One  of  the  keys  to  preserving  their 
uniqueness is  their national  language-
Letzeburgesch-an  impenetrable  dialect 
of  German  that  even  Germans  cannot 
understand. Luxembourg, in fact, has two 
other  officially  recognized  languages-
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French  and  German-and  English  is 
learned at school and widely understood 
throughout  the  country.  The  main 
characteristic of Letzeburgesch is that it 
is primarily a spoken language, for which 
linguists  have  developed  a  written 
method only within the last 10 years. 
The consequences of having a spoken 
language as one's main means of commu-
nication are vast. The leading newspaper, 
the Luxembourger Wort, which has been 
established for over 100 years, publishes 
its  articles  in  German  or  French,  al-
though the occasional Letzeburgesch col-
umn is now finding its way into the news-
paper. 
Children  speak  Letzeburgesch  with 
their parents at home,  and at their first 
year at school-the equivalent of kinder-
garten.  But  starting  in  grade  one,  the 
teachers start speaking to them in  Ger-
man, and French is added by about grade 
three.  Throughout  their  school  years, 
children learn some subjects-say geog-
raphy and mathematics-in French, and 
others-like  science  and  history-in 
German.  This  makes  sense,  for  there 
would be no Letzeburgesch text books to 
use.  But  the moment they go  home  or 
into  the  playground,  they  revert  to 
Letzeburgesch. 
As there are no universities in Luxem-
bourg,  this  multilingual  approach  helps 
children  to make  their future  choice  of 
attending  a  university  in  France,  Ger-
many,  Belgium,  or  even  further  afield. 
Thanks to liberal banking laws, Lux-
embourg is one  of Europe's few 
banking  and tax havens. To date, 
over 180 banks have set up shop in 
the Grand  Duchy. The country is also 
wooing computer and  other high-
tech companies to establish them-
selves there. Above: Luxembourg 
City; the Moselle valley. And when they do go away to university, 
they will end up writing letters home to 
their parents in  a  language  they never 
used at home. 
The  ability  of  the  average  Luxem-
bourger to switch effortlessly between at 
least  three  languages  never  ceases  to 
astound  foreigners.  But  it  proves  what 
people can achieve when they put their 
minds to it, and points to an element of 
survival that is  much in evidence in  the 
Luxembourger's make-up. 
At the end of World  War  II,  much of 
Luxembourg lay in rubble. Nearly a third 
of all  the farmland  had  been ravaged, a 
fifth  of the entire population was home-
less, and most of the railways, over half of 
the roads, and the majority of the bridges 
had been destroyed. The steel plants, the 
country's  economic  backbone,  were  in 
ruins. 
The Luxembourgers did  not dwell  on 
their  misfortune,  however,  but  picked 
themselves up and started rebuilding the 
country, so that, by the mid-1950s, they 
had managed to attain one of the highest 
GNPs per capita of any nation in Western 
Europe. Their war experience did  teach 
them, however, that it is  unwise to con-
centrate  all  of  the  country's  economic 
strength  in  a  single  industry.  In  the 
1970s, when most of Europe's steel mills 
were  facing  extreme  economic  crisis, 
Luxembourgers did not panic, as banking 
had by then replaced steel as the coun-
try's number one industry. 
Thanks  to  extremely  liberal  banking 
laws  introduced  in  the  1960s,  Luxem-
bourg  qualifies  as  one  of  Europe's few 
banking  and  tax  havens,  and  over  180 
banks have now set up shop in the Grand 
Duchy. This is one of the highest ratios of 
banks per square meter-and per inhab-
itant -of  any country in the world. 
The  financial  services  sector,  which 
has now expanded to include substantial 
securities and reinsurance markets, gen-
erates about 15 percent of the GNP,  and 
provides  employment  for  over  15,000 
Luxembourgers-about one out of every 
six of the active working population. 
The  E.C.'s  plans  to  create  a  single 
European  market,  which  will mean  the 
harmonization  of  E.C.  banking  and  tax 
laws,  could  mark an  economic crisis for 
Luxembourg, if it were not already pre-
pared. Luxembourg does not believe that 
its special position will be undermined by 
the 1992 program. But, ever hedging its 
bets,  the  country  has  already  started 
diversifying into other areas. 
High technology may one day replace 
banking  as  Luxembourg's  key  industry. 
Over the past 10 years, Luxembourg has 
been wooing computer companies to its 
kingdom,  and  is  now  a major European 
center for  some  of  the  world's  leading 
blue-chip  firms,  including  IBM  and 
Computerland. 
Over  the  past  two  decades,  Luxem-
bourg  bankers  and  the  Grand  Duchy's 
governrnents have  worked hard to  pro-
mote the image of Luxembourg as a ma-
jor international banking center, on a par 
with Switzerland. And they have made it 
clear that they are not willing to give up 
this position. 
For the moment,  it does  not look  as 
though  they  will  have  to  do  so,  and 
wealthy investors with Luxembourg bank 
accounts can rest assured that the E.C.'s 
plans to create a single European market 
will  pose  no  major  threat to their posi-
tions,  which  are  considerable.  At  last 
count,  private  investments  in  Luxem-
bourg banks  were believed  to  stand  at 
around $160 billion. 
Luxembourg's  financial  reputation 
stems mainly from  its tight banking se-
crecy laws.  But, ironically,  Luxembourg 
only brought in laws in this area last year, 
when it feared that the normal adminis-
trative  practices  that  extended  these 
guarantees to customers could come un-
der threat from proposed E. C. legislation. 
The main  point  of  contention  comes 
from proposals put forward by the E.C. 
Commission  earlier  this  year  to  curb 
money laundering. They go beyond previ-
ous  international  recommendations  on 
the  fight  against  drug  trafficking,  and 
would  make  the  laundering  of  profits 
from trade in drugs, arms, or terrorism a 
criminal offense in every member state. 
When the new rules come into force, 
banking and financial  authorities will  be 
required to carefully monitor all transac-
tions so  they can identify ones that are 
considered suspect. They would also es-
tablish closer cooperation between finan-
cial institutions and tax authorities in dif-
ferent E.C. countries. 
Money laundering is already a criminal 
offense in  Luxembourg under legislation 
that was  pushed through following  rev-
elations that the Luxembourg-based Bank 
of Credit and  Commerce was  under in-
vestigation in  the United States for  in-
volvement in laundering funds for Colom-
bian  drug  dealers.  Luxembourg  now 
believes that the stiff fines and bank sen-
tences imposed under its new rules make 
it  the  toughest  country  in  Europe  on 
money laundering. 
But on the question of secrecy, Luxem-
bourg  remains  firm.  Luxembourg  au-
thorities will only provide information to 
other tax authorities when a prosecution 
has  been  brought  and  a  national  court 
makes a specific request for information 
in  connection  with  a  specific  criminal 
case. 
For the moment,  these rules look  as 
though they will satisfy the E. C. Commis-
sion.  E 
Denise Claveloux is the Brussels correspondent for 
The European. 
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ROYAL FAMILY: The Grand Duchy has 
been ruled since 1964 by Grand Duke 
Jean, who is married to Princess Jose-
phine-Charlotte of Belgium. 
PRIME MINISTER: Jacques Santer 
FoRM OF GOVERNMENT: Luxembourg 
has a parliamentary form of government 
with a constitutional monarchy. Under 
the Constitution of 1868, as amended, the 
Grand Duke is the Head of State. 
EXECUTIVE POWER: This is exercised by 
the Grand Duke and the Council of Gov-
ernment (Cabinet), which consists of a 
President of Government (Prime Minister) 
and 10 or 11  ministers. The Prime Minis-
ter is usually the leader of the largest party 
in the Chamber of Deputies. 
LEGISLATIVE POWER: This is vested in 
the Chamber of Deputies, elected directly 
by all citizens over 18 years of age to five-
year terms. A second body, the Council of 
State, is composed of representatives of 
various sectors of society, who are ap-
pointed by the Grand Duke. The Council 
of State is an advisory body whose views 
are considered by the Chamber of Depu-
ties in drafting legislation. 
MAJOR PoLmcAL PARTIES: Christian So-
cial Party, Socialist Party, Democratic 
(Liberal) Party. 
BRIEF  HISTORY 
Formerly part of a personal union with 
the Netherlands, Luxembourg gained in-
dependence in 1839. The 1867 Treaty of 
London recognized the country as an in-
dependent state, and the Grand Duchy 
was declared permanently neutral. 
Luxembourg abandoned its neutrality in 
1948 by joining various international eco-
nomic, political, and military organiza-
tions. It became a member of NATO in 
1949. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
POPULATION: 377,100 
RELIGION: Over 94 percent of Luxem-
bourgers are Roman Catholic, the rest are 
Protestant, primarily Lutheran, and a 
small number are Jewish. 
LANGUAGES: "Letzeburgesch" was de-
clared the national language by a law 
passed in 1984. French is the official lan-
guage of the civil service, law, and Parlia-
ment. German is the primary language of 
the press. Literacy is  100 percent. 
GNP: 263 billion Luxembourg francs 
{1988), or $6.6 billion (1988). 
GOP: Per capita GDP in 1988 was 
$17,592. 
CURRENCY: Luxembourg franc (on a par 
with the Belgian franc).  $1.00 =  39.40 
Luxembourg francs. 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
Luxembourg is one of the E.  C.'s founding 
members. As a result, Luxembourg City 
has become one of the capitals of Europe: 
The E. C.'s Court of  Justice, the Court of 
Auditors, the Secretariat of the European 
Parliament, the European Investment 
Bank, and several departments of the E. C. 
Commission are all located there. 
Robert Schuman {1886-1963), French 
Foreign Minister, developer of the Schu-
man plan to promote European economic 
unity, and one of the most famous Euro-
peans, was hom in Luxembourg. 
USEFUL ADDRESSES 
• EMBASSY OF LUXEMBOURG 
2200 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 
Tel.: (202) 265-4171 
• LUXEMBOURG CONSULATE GENERAL 
801 Second Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
Tel.: {212) 370-9850 
• LUXEMBOURG CONSULATE GENERAL 
1 Sansome Street 
Suite 830 
San Francisco, Calif. 94104 
Tel.: (415) 788-0816 
BUSINESS 
LEADING LUXEMBOURG COMPANIES: 
Arbed (steel), Groupe Cactus (supermar-
kets), CFL Luxembourgeois (rail), Luxair 
(airline). 
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY: This is the 
country's basic industry, and represented 
43.3 percent of Luxembourg's exports in 
1988. 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS: Luxembourg is 
strong in this field.  Radio-THe-Luxem-
bourg (RTL), the largest private European 
broadcasting company, broadcasts its radio 
programs to about 50 million people 
throughout most of Europe. 
FINANCE AND INsURANCE: Banking ac-
counts for 15 percent of Luxembourg's 
GDP. In June 1989, 156 banks and 25 
non-bank financial institutions were regis-
tered in the country's capital. As of May 
1989, 52 insurance companies and 93 re-
insurance companies were located in Lux-
embourg. 
LEADING LUXEMBOURG BANKS: Banque 
Intemationale, Banque Generale, Caisse 
d'Epargne de l'Etat. U.S. banks in Luxem-
bourg include Bank of America, Chase 
Manhattan, and Citibank. 
TRADE: Exports and imports represent 
about 85 percent of Luxembourg GNP. It 
receives 90 percent of its imports from 
Belgium, France, Italy, the Netherlands, 
and West Germany. Of  Luxembourg's to-
tal exports, 79 percent go to the European 
Community, mainly to West Germany. 
TRADE WITH THE U.S.: In 1988,4.8 per-
cent of Luxembourg's exports went to the 
United States. 2.3 percent of Luxem-
bourg's imports came from that country. 
GEOGRAPHY 
AREA: 2,586 square kilometers (999 
square miles) 
CAPITAL: City of Luxembourg 
CLIMATE: Luxembourg has a cool, tem-




Those who want to 
get away from it all 






much history. Here: 
Vianden Castle. 
The  Undiscovered Jewel 
HE TINY PROP  JET FLEW OVER LUSH GREEN 
hillsides, its twin engines droning dependably. Flying 
low  over France,  the lone  stewardess  announced 
that this was a "meal flight," and proceeded to serve 
small  trays of  finger  sandwiches.  Then came the crowning 
touch: Coca-Cola in the original six-ounce glass bottles. It was 
a perfect introduction to the largely overlooked country of 
Luxembourg, at the heart of Europe but on the sidelines of 
that Continent's  tourist  boom:  While  millions  of  American 
visitors elbow their way through the rest of Europe, those who 
pick Luxembourg choose a more tranquil approach. 
Luxembourg's Fin  del Airport is an effi-
cient  place,  where  the  walk  from  the 
plane  is  short,  and  your  luggage  often 
beats you  to  the carousel.  In  fact,  the 
airport is all many Americans know about 
the country. For years, Luxembourg was 
famous  as the place served by Icelandic 
Air (now called Icelandair), once the prin-
cipal cut-rate airline from  New York  to 
Europe.  It was  the country  into  which 
today'  s baby boomers flew as college stu-
dents, and then scattered by bus or train 
to neighboring nations. 
Verdant  and  sparsely  populated,  the 
Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg  is,  quite 
simply,  an  undiscovered  jewel.  Nestled 
between France, Germany, and Belgium, 
it is 999 square miles in size, smaller than 
Rhode Island. It's a place given to gentle 
hills, a cool climate, and quiet nights. It  is 
the Europe of  20 years ago,  where one 
can  enjoy  the proverbial  bottle  of  wine 
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landscape ranges 
from  undulating hills 
in the Ardennes in the 
north to vineyards in 
the Moselle valley in 
the east. 
and  loaf  of  bread in  relative  privacy by 
just pulling off a road. 
Many people have not visited the coun-
try,  partly  because  they  don't  know 
where it is.  "It's all  right with  us  that 
some people are bad geographers," says 
one  long-time  Luxembourg  resident. 
"But  it's  important  for  them  to  know 
what we  are." That streak of  indepen-
dence  is  also  reflected  in  a  line  from 
Luxembourg's  national  anthem:  "You 
may  come  from  Belgium,  France,  or 
Prussia-we will show you our country, 
but we want to remain what we are." 
Luxembourg is  a happy constitutional 
monarchy, an international center of poli-
tics,  business,  and  international finance. 
It is  like  a  Renoir  painting  filled  with 
flowers,  storybook villages  cradled next 
to  peaceful  rivers,  and  castles  sitting 
where  castles  sit -at the  top  of  tidy, 
green hills. 
The capital  city-also called  Luxem-
bourg-is  centered  around  the  deep 
Petrusse valley, which offers shady walks 
by a fast-flowing stream. Far above it are 
mammoth fortress walls that kept would-
be  conquerors out after the walls  were 
built in the late 1600s. And in the city's 
Old Town, you can still see bits of the 18-
mile  network  of  underground,  fortified 
chambers,  called  casemates,  that  were 
built in the 1500s. Because the town was 
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not ravaged by world wars-although the 
Germans occupied the country both times 
this century-the architecture almost ev-
erywhere is stunning. 
There is  something  to  be  said  for  a 
country that embraces only the most pos-
itive  aspects  of  provincialism:  Luxem-
bourg has a declining birth rate, virtually 
everyone  is  employed,  and  crime  and 
poverty are literally foreign concepts. It 
does have a standing army, but there are 
only 560 soldiers-of whom 60 are in the 
band. 
How does one talk to the prime minis-
ter of Luxembourg? In my case, I walked 
unchecked  to  his  office  and  simply 
knocked  on  the  door.  Official  security 
consisted  of  two  uniformed  gendarmes 
polishing the prime ministerial car in the 
small circular driveway outside his office. 
"The beauty of this country," says the 
53-year-old  Prime  Minister,  Jacques 
Santer, "is that I can walk  through the 
streets and  greet  everyone.  But  when 
you're a country of 360,000 people, it's 
difficult  for  some  people  to  understand 
Luxembourg  is  a  sovereign  state."  He 
adds that "for us, tourism is very impor-
tant, but at the same time we are trying 
to be prudent. We  don't want too many 
people or hotels." 
Ironically, notes Santer, some Europe-
ans and Americans had no trouble discov-
ering Luxembourg during World War II. 
The country is dotted with historical bat-
tlefields,  graveyards,  and  World  War  II 
museums,  all  marking  the  spots  criss-
crossed  by  the  American  and  German 
forces  as  they fought  the Battle of  the 
Bulge for control of Europe. 
Today, visitors to Luxembourg can en-
joy  long,  quiet walks  through the park-
like center of the capital city, and strolls 
along  the  Promenade  de  la  Corniche, 
which overlooks the Old Town, where the 
city's bistros,  artists' haunts,  and  gour-
met restaurants are centered. And  out-
side the city, they can discover a range of 
adventures  just  by  taking  a  15-minute 
drive in any direction. 
To the southeast is Mondorf-les-Bains, 
a  spa  city  that  also  boasts  a  gambling 
spot.  To  the northeast,  on  the Luxem-
bourg-West  German  border,  is  Echter-
nach, a medieval picture-postcard village 
that  has  been  wonderfully  restored. 
Nearby is Vianden, on  the Our River.  A 
wonderful, perched castle guards the vil-
lage in the valley. 
Have lunch at the Hotel Heintz,  which 
has been run by the same family for four 
generations.  Meals  are  events  orches-
trated by Madame Hansen, who doesn't 
hesitate to serve you herself. Along with 
the  food  comes  a  local  history  lesson, 
through signed pictures on the wall from, 
among  others,  Margaret Truman,  Gen-
eral  George  Patton,  and  Perle  Mesta, 
who was a regular at the place during her 
term  as  U.S.  Ambassador  to  Luxem-
bourg. 
Luxembourgers share their prime min-
ister's pride in their modest slice of Eu-
rope.  "We  may  be  a quiet  place,"  says 
one, "but we try to maintain our sense of 
values, while we keep our sense of humor. 
"For example,"  he  explains,  "men in 
this country stay faithful to their wives." 
(That's the sense of  values.  Now  for 
the humor part.) 
"But we're such a small country, that 
everyone  knows  what  everyone  else  is 
doing. We have a saying: "If you want to 
have  an  affair  in  Luxembourg ...  go  to 
Belgium.''  E 
Peter  S.  Greenberg,  who  appears  frequently  on 
Good Morning America,  is a syndicated travel writer 
in California. His article "Exploring Amsterdam" 
appeared in Europe's July/  August 1990 issue. Sparking a Debate 
LONDON-Europe is a curi-
ous place, and no part of it is 
more curious than Britain. It is 
a member of the E.C., yet 
seems to spend much of its 
time fighting against the idea of 
European unity. It would ap-
pear-on the surface at least-
that the British have scant re-
gard for the Italians, distrust 
the French, and, from time to 
time, appear to loathe the Ger-
mans. 
Is this view right or wrong? 
The answer seems to depend 
on whom you listen to. In July, 
British Prime Minister Marga-
ret Thatcher had to force the 
resignation of her Trade and In-
dustry Minister, Nicholas Rid-
ley, because he said that the 
Germans were trying to take 
over Europe, could not be 
trusted, and by and large were 
a dangerous bunch, especially 
now that they were being 
united. 
In an intemperate outburst, 
Ridley voiced the fears of his 
generation about a united Ger-
many dominating the E.C., and 
of Britain ending up "being 
bossed by a German." The Ger-
mans, he said, were "already 
running most of the Commu-
nity," and European monetary 
policy was "all a German racket 
designed to take over the 
whole of Europe." 
For good measure, the Min-
ister also lashed out at the 
Community as a whole. He de-
scribed the European Parlia-
ment as both "supine" and "be-
having with an arrogance I find 
breathtaking.'' 
The general assumption was 
that Ridley had expressed the 
feelings, fears, and prejudices 
of most Britons, and that there 
was widespread support for his 
views, if not necessarily for the 
way in which they were pro-
nounced. Newspaper com-
mentaries and readers' letters 
appeared to bear out the view 
that what he had said was 
right, only he had made the car-
dinal error as a politician of ac-
tually saying what he thought. 
It was for this mistake, not for 
the contents of his message, 
that he had to go. 
But opinion polls conducted 
shortly after his remarks were 
published revealed that he may 
not have been as in tune with 
the thinking of the general pub-
lic as initially assumed. Indeed, 
the indications are that Ridley 
and, by inference, his Prime 
Minister, are out of step with 
the majority of the nation on 
the question of Europe. 
A Gallup poll conducted for 
one of the British Sunday news-
papers showed that only 33 
percent agreed with his declara-
tion that the "French are be-
having like poodles to the Ger-
mans." Ridley's assertion that 
West German Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl "will soon be try-
ing to take over everything" 
:  found support from only 28 
percent of those questioned. 
Ridley did reflect the true 
.  sentiments and fears of the 
:  older, Conservative party sup-
:  porters, but they are a dwin-
:  dling breed. The polls revealed 
:  that the young are much less 
: fearful of European unity and a 
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diminution of British sover-
eignty than their elders. 
Ridley's brutally frank and 
openly insulting words at least 
served to spark a debate, and 
also revealed that a majority of 
Britons think of the Germans 
as basically a decent and rather 
successful bunch to be admired 
:  rather than castigated. 
-DAVID LENNON 
Italy's Banking  Revolution 
ROME-It took two years of 
hard infighting in Parliament. 
But in the end, the Italian 
banks adapted to modern times: 
In Italy, as in the majority of 
advanced countries, public 
banks are becoming incorpo-
rated. They will be listed on the 
stock exchange and be "open" 
to private investors. This is a 
true revolution in one of the 
most closed- and conservative-
minded sectors of the Italian 
economy. 
In mid-July, representatives 
and senators gave the green 
light to the new norms that will 
liberalize the credit institutions. 
This delay is virtually historic: 
Over 100 years ago, when Brit-
ain adopted the industrial sys-
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was one of the inevitable corol-
laries. 
The new law was proposed 
by the former Socialist Trea-
sury Minister, Giuliano Amato, 
and was completed by his suc-
cessor, the Christian Democrat 
and a former Governor of the 
Banca d'Italia, Guido Carli. It 
contains fiscal advantages 
meant to encourage a con-
centration of banks. The legisla-
tors clearly want to enlarge the 
dimensions of Italian credit in-
stitutions and make them more 
competitive in view of the uni-
fied market. At present, not 
one of Italy's top three banks 
has a competitive position in 
European-or world-classifi-
cations. 
The hope is to encourage 
mergers and agreement among 
the various banks. According to 
one estimate, about 70 banks 
could be induced to change 
their juridical and adminis-
trative compositions. The Gov-
ernment hopes that at least two 
or three "super banks" capable 
of withstanding international 
competition will emerge from 
these accords. 
So everything is fine,  then? 
Of course not. The strong resis-
tance to changing an accepted 
situation on which Italy's politi-
cal and social systems have 
rested for years has forced at 
least one fundamental compro-
mise. First, privatization is not 
obligatory. Any bank that pre-
fers to remain under state pro-
tection may do so. Moreover-
and herein lies the true compro-
mise-the state cannot cede 
more than 49 percent of its 
control of the banks. This point 
was not part of the initial draft 
of the law, which hypothesized 
that privatization was to be 
"complete" and unconditional. 
Economist Gustavo Minervini, 
echoing the perplexities of 
many of his colleagues, com-
plains that leaving the state 
with 51-percent ownership will 
"perpetuate the present regime 
of political appointments" of 
key positions on the bank 
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boards. 
Criticism aside, there is no 
: doubt that the possibility for 
: private investors to finally en-
: ter the bank's capital by means 
: of stock acquisitions will stimu-
: late the entire Italian credit sys-
: tern, bring it on a par with the 
: E.C. standard, and enable it to 
: withstand the ever-increasing 
: pressures of international com-
: petition. 
:  -NICCOLO D'AQUINO 
: Of  Bells and  Soil 
: Philadelphia in the United 
: States, the Bourdon bell in 
: Brussels, Belgium, and bells for 
: churches in Sao Paolo, Brazil. 
: Wijnen said his firm has made 
: bells for Orthodox Churches for 
: a long time, and has exported 
: them to places as distant as 
: New Zealand, Australia, and the 
: United States. 
In addition to talks with the 
: Soviet Union, the Dutch have 
: signed an agreement with Alba-
: nia. On the initiative of the 
: Food and Agriculture Organiza-
: tion (FAO), a Dutch agrarian 
: technical mission will advise Al-
: bania on land reclamation and 
: AMSTERDAM-The tradition- : desalinization of its coastal ar-
: ally keen mercantile sense of 
: the Dutch has been benefiting 
: from glasnost. Offices and 
: agencies for every kind of ac-
: tivity in the Soviet Union are 
: rapidly being established in the 
: Netherlands-including one for 
: bell foundries. 
Bells, you may ask. Dutch 
: bells were always popular in 
: pre-Revolutionary Russia, and 
: the Dutch bell maker of Petit 
: and Fritsen is optimistic that it 
: will win the bid to start a 
: foundry with a Russian partner 
: in the Soviet Union during the 
: next five years. 
·  Jan Wijnen, spokesman for 
: Petit and Fritsen, says that 
: there are currently only two 
: Dutch-made carillons left in the 
: Soviet Union-one in Moscow, 
: the other in Leningrad-and 
: that between 40 percent to 50 
: percent of all church bells in 
: the Soviet Union had disap-
: peared during the Communist 
: years. 
Since glasnost, however, the 
: Soviet authorities have re-
: turned many rights to the 
: Church. Some 3,000 churches 
: have recently been returned by 
: the Soviet authorities, and 
: Wijnen expects Petit and 
: Fritsen to obtain the sole right 
: to set up bell foundries and to 
: restore half-ruined ones from 
: the Russian Orthodox Church. 
Petit and Fritsen have manu-
; factured several famous bells, 
: such as the new Liberty Bell in 
: eas. 
Albania and the Netherlands 
: share a certain number of 
: demograhic and geographical 
: features. Albania, like the Neth-
: erlands, needs more room for 
: agriculture. The two countries 
: are also the most densely popu-
: lated in the world. 
.  In addition, Albania's land-
: mass consists of two-thirds 
: mountains. Having neglected its 
: land for many years, the coun-
: try must now improve its heavy 
: clay and silty soils. The Alba-
: nian Government also wants to 
: reclaim land from the sea. Bor-
: rowing from Dutch expertise 
: and equipment in this area, it 
: has asked Dutch scientists to 
: carry out the investigation of 
: sea currents, sedimentation, 
; and erosion processes. 
:  -NELSLIS 
Cracking  Down  on  Drugs 
MADRID-This summer, while 
Spanish police snared drug traf-
: tickers across the country in a 
: highly public anti-drug cam-
:  paign, the Government was qui-
:  etly shifting its sights to a pre-
: viously untargeted group-
: drug users. 
·  Spain, an acknowledged gate-
; way for cocaine, hashish, and 
heroin into Europe from Latin 
America, is coming under pres-
sure from its international part-
ners and from citizens in drug-
besieged neighborhoods to 
introduce tougher laws. Spain's 
: E.C. partners especially have 
: have been pushing for these be-
: fore borders between the 12 
: countries become a thing of the 
: past. 
·  A six-minister task force is 
: now preparing a draft bill ex-
: pected to contain Spain's first 
: tentative penalties against con-
: sumers. Expected to be pre-
; sented to parliament and passed 
: in September, the new law 
: would introduce fines and other 
: administrative sanctions for 
: drug use in public places. The 
: text does not contemplate jail 
: sentences, however. 
While a 1987 amendment to 
: Spain's main drug law made 
: drug consumption illegal, it is 
: not penalized-a legally confus-
: ing state of affairs that has 
: grown in importance with 
: Spain's drug problem. In many 
: cases, judges must decide 
: whether defendants caught 
: with drugs were dealing-and 
: thus eligible for a tough sen-
: tence-or simply buying for 
: their personal use. 
:  As drug use shot up over the 
: last decade, the police stood 
: back powerlessly as some pla-
: zas in major cities became drug 
: marketplaces and even shoot-
: ing-up galleries. In Madrid, dis-
: carded syringes are a frequent 
: sight in many neighborhoods, 
: and addicts can be seen wash-
: ing out their hypodermic nee-
: dles in public fountains. Cocaine 
: and hashish are consumed more 
: or less openly in many disco-
: theques. 
Rallies around the country 
: have brought home the problem 
: to Spain's Socialist leaders, 
: many of whom came of age in 
: the 1960s when drug use was 
: viewed as a form of social pro-
: test against the Franco regime. 
: "It's reached the point where 
: the rights of the individual ad-
: diet or user have collided with 
: those of the public," a drug of-
: ficial said when asked why the 
; new law was being considered. 
:  -RICHARD LORANT Fiercely Feuding 
BRUSSELS-Imagine a coun-
try the size of Belgium, which is 
only slightly larger than Mary-
land. Then, consider Zaire in 
Central Mrica-one-fourth the 
size of the United States, with a 
population of 31 million (three 
times more than Belgium), and 
all the most valuable mineral 
resources-diamonds, uranium, 
and copper. 
Belgium, however, has one 
asset Zaire lacks. It has a demo-
cratic Government and is giving 
lessons in democracy to Zaire, 
which the country's leader, 
President Mobutu Sese Seko, 
does not like very much. As a 
result, Belgium and its former 
colony are once again fiercely 
feuding. The diplomatic battle 
has reached such explosive pro-
portions that Mobutu lashed out 
theatrically in a recent inter-
view:  "Belgians want my head, 
but they realize that my head 
will be expensive, very expen-
sive." 
Reports in the Belgian press 
about an alleged massacre of 
students at the University of 
Lubumbashi, in the south of 
Zaire, started this latest fight. 
Witnesses say that, on May 11, 
Zairian soldiers entered the 
campus and deliberately killed 
dozens of students to quell 
demonstrations and ethnic vio-
lence. Several newspapers re-
ported that Mobutu's special 
guard was involved in the oper-
ation. 
Reports were scarce at the 
time of the alleged incident be-
cause Zaire had shut off tele-
communications links with the 
town of Lubumbashi. But let-
ters from expatriates, mission-
aries, and Zairians later con-
firmed the facts, although 
confusion remains about the ac-
tual number of dead. 
Belgian Foreign Affairs Min-
ister Mark Eyskens did not wait 
long to launch a strong attack 
on Zaire, requesting an immedi-
ate international investigation 
into the affair. In a surprising 
move, Belgium reversed its 
usually low-key attitude on 
Zaire's human rights record 
and suspended cooperation with 
its former colony. 
Belgium's move forced 
Mobutu into taking action on 
several fronts: A "technical" 
reshuffle of his cabinet was or-
ganized; then, days after the 
operation, a Zairian parliamen-
tary commission was sent to 
Lubumbashi, and sanctions 
were imposed on the Governor 
of Shaba responsible for the Lu-
bumbashi area. But Mobutu re-
mained totally opposed to an in-
ternational investigation, 
"because the request was made 
by the Belgians," he said, and 
because Brussels was "the capi-
tal of subversion against Zaire." 
In the love-hate relationship 
between Zaire and Belgium, 
these were normal exchanges. 
But Mobutu went even further, 
ordering all Belgian volunteer 
aid workers to leave the coun-
try immediately. Thus, for ex-
ample, Belgian teachers who 
had been working in Zaire for 
years were forced to leave ev-
erything-their homes, their 
friends and, most important, 
their jobs. 
Mobutu did not, however, 
break the strong economic ties 
that bind the two countries, due 
undoubtedly to the fact that 
Zaire's deteriorating economy 
profits from them considerably. 
Lubumbashi, Zaire's copper 
capital, is a case in point. Sev-
eral Belgian companies-in-
cluding Metallurgie Hoboken, a 
subsidiary of Belgium's biggest 
holding company, the Societe 
Generale de Belgique-have 
extensive operations there. 
Should Mobutu attempt to 
tamper with these strong pri-
vate interests, relations be-
tween Zaire and Belgium could 
be near total collapse. 
-CHRISTOPHE LAMFALUSSY 
The  Aegean  Triangle 
ATHENS-One month after 
Greece's April election, which 
saw the return to power of the 
conservative New Democracy 
Party under Constantine 
Mitsotakis, negotiations were 
resumed between Athens and 
Washington on a new defense 
cooperation agreement cover-
ing American bases in Greece. 
However, 90 percent of the 
work had already been done 
when talks were suspended by 
the then Socialist Government 
in May 1989, and outstanding 
details were quickly resolved. 
One of the main planks of 
Mitsotakis' foreign policy is 
"the full normalization of rela-
tions with the United States." 
The new agreement, which is 
to run for eight years, was com-
pleted-as Mitsotakis had in-
tended-just before his Wash-
ington meeting with President 
George Bush last june. 
At the beginning of this year, 
the United States unilaterally 
announced that, as part of a 
broader cutback chiefly for bud-
getary reasons, two out of four 
existing bases in Greece-one 
near Athens, and another in At-
tica-would close. The new 
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public in July, secures the fu-
ture of the other two bases, 
both in Crete. 
Where previous accords 
were purely technical in con-
tent, a novelty in this agree-
ment is a "preamble" of politi-
cal principles governing Greek-
U.S. defense cooperation. Most 
significantly, the preamble re-
fers to the parties' "firm deter-
mination mutually to safeguard 
and protect the security, sover-
eignty, independence, and terri-
torial integrity of their respec-
tive countries against actions 
threatening to peace, including 
armed attack or threat thereof; 
and [confirm] their resolve to 
oppose actively and unequivo-
cally any such attempt or action 
and their commitment to make 
appropriate major efforts to 
prevent such a course of ac-
tion." 
Following the signing, 
Greece's U.S.-educated Foreign 
Minister, Antonia Samaras, de-
clared: "I am certain that the 
close and friendly ties between 
our two people will now be re-
inforced and expanded even 
further." 
Meanwhile, despite reassur-
ances from the Americans, the 
Turkish Government -which 
has longstanding differences 
with Greece over sovereign 
rights in the Aegean-voiced 
its displeasure at the signing of 
the agreement. Greek officials, 
well aware that the wording of 
the preamble falls short of a 
binding U.S. commitment to 
defend Greece against attack 
come what may, were quick to 
point out that the stand taken 
by Ankara amounted to identi-
fying itself as a would-be ag-
gressor. 
Turkey, however, which still 
occupies 37 percent of Cyprus, 
had already been stung by a 
declaration of E.C. leaders at 
the Dublin summit that "the 
Cyprus problem affects E.C.-
Turkish relations," and was fur-
ther angered a few days later 
when Cyprus applied for full 
membership of the Community. 
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The fresh war of words over 
Cyprus and the Aegean that en-
sued between Athens and An-
: kara provided an inauspicious 
: background for Greek dialogue 
: with Turkey-another key ele-
: ment in Mitsotakis' foreign pol-
: icy. Preliminary talks were held 
: in London during the NATO sum-
: mit meeting, and the two coun-
: tries' foreign ministers are due 
: to meet in New York this 
: month. 
-PETER THOMPSON 
Solid  Foundations 
: BONN-The 40-year political 
: and geographic division of Ger-
: many also split scientific, cui-
: tural, and religious organiza-
: tions, institutes, and societies. 
: There is one exception, how-
: ever: The 338-year-old 
: Leopoldina, the world's oldest 
: Academy of National Science, 
: in Halle, East Germany, has 
: survived Napoleon, Hitler, and 
: Honecker. 
Its membership list reads 
: like a social register, including 
: such illustrious names as natu-
: ralist and explorer Alexander 
: von Humboldt, writer Johann 
: Wolfgang von Goethe, professor 
: of medicine Rudolf Virchow, 
: and chemist Wilhelm Bunsen. In 
: the 1920s, the physicists Max 
: Planck, Albert Einstein, Otto 
: Hahn, and Niels Bohr were 
: elected to become members, as 
: were nuclear physicist Carl 
: Friedrich von Weizsacker and 
: biochemist and Nobel Prize 
: winner Adolf Butenandt in the 
:  1930s. The Leopoldina now has 
:  1,000 members from 27 coun-
: tries. 
The Academy was never 
: state funded, but was always 
: supported by private donors, 
: foundations, and grants. When 
:  Napoleon dissolved all institu-
: tions that followed in the tradi-
: tion of the Holy Roman Empire 
: at the beginning of the 19th 
: century, the Leopoldina sur-
: vived simply because he over-
: looked its existence. 
:  Albert Einstein was a member of the  Leopoldina  academy. 
After the division of Ger-
: many in  1945, biologist Kurt 
Mothes gave the Academy a 
new lease on life and, because 
of his powerful personality, no 
Communist Party functionary 
: dared to question its indepen-
dence. 
The Leopoldina entered a 
difficult period at the beginning 
of the 1970s, a time when all 
.  scientific bridges to the West 
: were burnt and contacts with 
West German scientists cut. 
:  Heinz Bethge, an experimental 
:  physicist, who became the 
: Academy's president in 197  4, 
: recalls that "it was a constant 
: balancing act between confront-
: ation and compromise." 
In those years, the Acade-
: my's West German and foreign 
: members considered it their 
: moral duty to show the flag by 
: attending the membership 
: meetings every two years. For 
: the young East German scien-
: tists, this was the only and most 
: welcome opportunity to inform 
: themselves about the scientific 
: situation in the West. 
Not until the mid-1980s did 
: the communist regime discover 
: that it could use the interna-
: tional prestige of the Leopol-
.  dina for its own purposes: Dur-
ing this time, even the then 
Minister of Science showed up 
to greet the illustrious gather-
ing and to deliver anti-Western 
speeches. Bethge felt obliged to 
apologize for these, as well as 
for the chicanery at the border 
:  to which the guests were sub-
: jected. 
In Bethge's view, the decline 
of science in East Germany is 
comparable to that of its econ-
omy.  "Eighty percent of the 
professors were party mem-
bers, of whom 60 percent 
should be sacked," he says, but 
he realizes that this will not be 
possible. All that can be done is 
to replace the incompetent pro-
: fessors with those who were 
·  deliberately overlooked because 
they were not party members. 
In that context, Bethge is 
most bothered by the fact that 
these people think they can 
make a fresh start without even 
coming to terms with their 
past: "What is asked for is hon-
esty, and what I particularly 
miss is that none of the super 
careerists admit that they had 
erred." Bethge ceded his post to 
Banno Parthier, a biochemist, 
on July 1 this year. His cour-
age, integrity, and honesty in a 
very difficult period will be re-
membered by academia in both 
East and West. That the 
Leopoldina continued to exist as 
an all-German academy 
throughout the 40 years of 
communism is, no doubt, the 
merit of its distinguished presi-
dents, Mathes and Bethge. 
-WANDA MENKE-GLUCKERT 
End  of  an  Era 
DUBLIN-A small part of Irish 
industrial history has ended 
with the closure of the coun-
try's only working coal mine in 
the Arigna hills in Ireland's 
northwest county Leitrim. The 
colliery had been worked con-
tinuously for 56 years, but for 
many families in the scenic area 
of lakes and mountains, the tra-
dition of getting fuel for their 
home fires went back over a 
century. 
Although only about 500 
workers have been affected by 
the closure, the effect on an 
area with no alternative indus-
try and small farms is likely to 
be devastating. Most of the 
younger men are already plan-
ning to emigrate from Leitrim, 
which is already the county 
most heavily hit by emigration. 
The strange thing is that it 
had been common knowledge 
that the scattered mines would 
have to close; yet they kept 
getting reprieves. During 
World War II, when coal im-
ports were largely cut off, the 
Arigna mines reached peak pro-
duction and employed 500 men. 
When closure threatened in 
1956, the state-owned Electric-
ity Supply Board (ESB) stepped 
in and commissioned a power 
station that would use the 
Arigna coal for 25 years, after 
which time there would only re-
main about 12 million tons of 
low-grade "crow coal." 
Then the energy crisis of the 
1970s, and the huge increase in 
oil prices, made economists-
with encouragement from the 
E.C.-look at the possibility of 
using the low-grade coal to pro-
duce electricity. By 1982, how-
ever, the world oil price was 
dropping and the ESB was get-
ting ready to close down the 
power station that was costing 
far more to run than a more 
modern one that used imported 
coal at Moneypoint further 
down the Shannon River. 
Political pressure postponed 
the mine's closure but, at the 
end of last year, the decision 
was made final.  Only then was a 
"task force" of state agencies 
set up to "regenerate the econ-
omy," and the miners clung to 
the hope that the crow coal 
might yet save their jobs. They 
have been trained for nothing 
else and many have young chil-
dren and mortgage commit-
ments. 
Tourism is seen as the most 
likely alternative and there are 
tentative plans to reopen a con-
necting canal between the local 
Lake Allen and the Shannon 
River. For many miners, how-
ever, this will be too late. 
-JoE  CARROLL 
Commuter Chaos 
LISBON-In the words of An-
tonio Macado Rodrigues, city 
official responsible for traffic 
policy,  "Lisbon is a city of one 
million people with the traffic 
problems of a metropolis of five 
million." 
Mounting pressure to ease 
traffic congestion and to im-
prove commuter access to the 
Portuguese capital may finally 
be bearing fruit, however. In 
the run-up to the 1991 general 
:  election, Government and city 
:  officials have announced a se-
: ries of measures to resolve a 
:  problem that has reached crisis 
:  proportions and is inflicting in-
:  calculable damage on the eco-
: nomic life of the country's most 
: important urban center. 
: Traffic  is  increasing  throughout  Portugal.  Here:  Lisbon's  Marques  Pombal 
: Square. 
Plain statistics spell out com-
muter frustration. Over the 
past five years, the number of 
cars in Portugal has doubled to 
two million. Of these, some 40 
percent are based in the 
greater Lisbon area. 
Presently, employees begin 
commuting extremely early and 
spend frustrating heated hours 
in traffic jams, waiting for 
packed buses and trains, or 
shuttling between inefficiently 
linked public services. 
A recent experiment showed 
that it took one hour to travel 
the 11 kilometers (seven miles) 
from the major middle-class 
dormitory suburb of Amadora 
to the center of Lisbon in the 
morning rush hour. A walker 
did it in 90 minutes. The bus 
and metro journey took 50 min-
utes. The quickest route, only 
25 minutes, was by motorcycle. 
The economic impact of 
these traffic problems in Lisbon 
and in Portugal's other major 
cities extends beyond the 
countless wasted working 
hours, the stress-related de-
crease in productivity, and the 
effect of traffic noise and pollu-
tion on working conditions, to 
the very logistical organization 
of companies. Because of these 
conditions, services companies 
that deal with a large flow of 
clients, for example, are decen-
tralizing and setting up smaller 
suburban facilities. 
Now, long-promised plans to 
make sweeping improvements 
in Lisbon are finally getting off 
the drawing boards. An inner 
and outer ring road, extensions 
to the metro network, a new 
bridge over Lisbon's Tagus 
River, a rail link on the existing 
San Francisco-style bridge, un-
derpasses, fl.yovers,  new car 
parks, and even express trams 
are all scheduled. 
The pledges are not unre-
lated to the upcoming general 
election battle. In this, Lisbon 
Mayor Jorge Sampaio, leader of 
the Socialist opposition party, 
:  hopes to oust the ruling Social 
·  Democratic Government of 
Prime Minister Anibal Cavaco 
Silva. 
-KEN POTTINGER 
Eyeing  the  Baltic 
COPENHAGEN-With the 
opening of the first interna-
tional air link and new ferry 
services to Latvia's capital, 
Riga, Copenhagen is now busily 
reviving historical ties with 
neighbors in the Baltic. 
The short-term aspiration is 
to become a stronger gateway 
to this region; in the longer 
term many Danes hope that a 
new zone of economic growth 
and prosperity can be created 
to counterbalance the very 
powerful Ruhr-Paris-Milan tri-
angle. 
That is some challenge. But 
Germans living in the north and 
Scandinavians have a keen 
sense of history, and they espe-
cially focus on the medieval 
Hanseatic League, an associa-
tion of trading cities that cre-
ated a forerunner of the E. C. on 
a more modest scale in the 
14th and 15th centuries. 
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there is no need to reinvent the 
Hanseatic League. The north-
ern shores of the Baltic, includ-
ing Sweden and Finland, may 
be fully part of the E.  C. by the 
end of the decade. On the 
southern shore, the former 
German Democratic Republic is 
already a de facto E.C. member, 
and Poland is developing a spe-
cial relationship that may be 
emulated by the three Baltic 
states when the Soviets with-
draw. 
One of the smaller Hanseatic 
cities on the southern shore, 
the present Soviet Kaliningrad 
and former German city of Ko-
nigsberg, may play a com-
pletely new role. A top German 
banker has proposed to turn 
the area, which is currently a 
major Soviet military base, into 
the Soviet Union's first eco-
nomic free zone with German 
capital, but with the entire Bal-
tic Sea as its natural economic  :  Denmark hopes to rekindle trade ties with the Baltic region. Here: Copenhagen's 
·  Mermaid. 
Communicating 
with Europe? 
OECD's new publication, Performance Indicators 
for  Public  Telecommunications  Operators, 
provides a wide range of information on the quality 
and pricing of telecommunictions services in Europe 
as  well  as  the  United  States,  Canada,  Japan, 
Australia, and New Zealand. It is packed with statis-
tical tables and graphs, and compares the informa-
tion available from various countries. Use the form 
below to place your order today! 
Performance Indicators for Public Telecommunications 
Operators. 93-90-02-1, September 1990, 200 pages, 
ISBN 92-64-13403-4  $38.00 
- ------------------- ORDER  FORM 
Please send me _ _  copies of Performance Indicators for PTOs at $38.00 
per copy. 
D My check or money order for $  is enclosed. 
D Charge my American Express I Visa I MasterCard 
Cardnumber _ _ ______ __  _  Exp.  Date _ _  _ 
Send book(s) to: 
Name _ _ __________ _______  _ 
Address - ------------------
Send this order to:  Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 
OECD Publications & Information Center, 2001 L Street, N.W., Suite 700, 
Washington, DC 20036, USA 
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environment. 
While waiting for some of 
these visions to materialize, Co-
penhagen is reaping its first 
harvest of Eastern European 
and Baltic tourism. East Ger-
mans, Poles, Czechoslovakians, 
and Hungarians are highly visi-
ble in the city, typically arriving 
in their vintage automobiles. 
On a tight budget, they contrib-
ute less than the large number 
of Western European, Ameri-
can, and Japanese tourists, who 
use Copenhagen as a staging 
post on their tour of Eastern 
Europe and the Soviet Union. 
All cruise ships entering the 
.  Baltic include Copenhagen in 
:  their itinerary, and the Baltic is 
:  the fastest  -growing market for 
·  sea travel this year. 
- LEIF BECK F  ALLESEN 
High Hopes and 
Expectations 
PARIS-Over one billion peo-
ple travel by air annually, a fig-
ure expected to double by the 
year 2000. The French are 
planning to attract a healthy 
percentage of those passengers 
by turning Paris into Europe's 
leading air traffic center. 
The French capital has two 
main airports: Orly, to the south 
of the city, and Charles de 
Gaulle, to its north. Orly is cur-
: rently the busier of the two; 
: last year it notched up 24.3 mil-
: lion passengers, as compared to 
:  20.7 million at Charles de 
: Gaulle. Since Orly is situated in 
: a densely populated area, how-
: ever, its future is limited for 
: environmental reasons. Charles 
: de Gaulle, on the other hand, 
: lies in a large tract of land 28 
: kilometers (17 miles) outside 
: the city, and has plenty of space 
: to grow. 
Planners at the Paris airport 
: authority say there is enough 
: room to double the number of 
: runways at Charles de Gaulle 
: from two to four, and to add 
: new terminals and hangars. 
: They have drawn up a five-year 
: expansion plan that, they be-
: lieve, will enable the airport to 
: handle between 80 million and 
: 100 million passengers a year. 
:  Improving access to Charles 
: de Gaulle is one of the develop-
: ment plan's top priorities. At 
: present, traffic congestion, both 
: in the air and on the ground, is 
: a major complaint amongst pas-
: sengers. But by 1995, the A1 
: highway that leads from Paris 
: to the airport will have been 
: widened, and several new road 
: links to the east and west will 
: have been built. Furthermore, 
: the regional rapid-transit sub-
: way will have been moved to a 
: more central location under-
: neath the airport's two main 
: terminals. And, right next to it, 
: travelers from as far away as 
: London and Brussels will be 
: able to glide into Charles de 
: Gaulle on board the pride of the 
: French railway system-the 
: high-speed TGV train. 
:  To cope with the crush of 
: passengers, a third terminal, 
:  CDG-3, will be built and CDG-2 
: will be expanded. The airport's 
: oldest terminal, CDG-1, which 
: dates back to 1974, will be 
: modernized and made less con-BONN 
West German Chancellor  . 
Helmut Kohl has been hailed by  : 
the international and nationai  : 
media as the Chancellor of Ger-
man unity. Even those who 
have reservations about his 
rushed unification process are 
impressed by the way in which 
he successfully imposed his 
timetable for unification on the 
rest of the world: Mter his suc-
cessful negotiations with Soviet 
President Mikhail Gorbachev in 
July, Kohl informed the Bonn 
press that the final obstacle to 
unification had been overcome 
and that all-German elections 
would be held on December 2. 
To express his exuberant 
feelings, Kohl quoted the 19th-
century German Chancellor 
Otto von Bismarck: "One can 
only wait until one hears the 
steps of God resounding 
through the events, then leap 
forward to grasp a corner of 
His mantle." Kohl has definitely 
done that. 
Edzard Reuter, Daimler-Benz 
chairman since 1987 and West 
Germany's most successful 
manager, is convinced that East 
Germany's reconstruction will 
be accomplished more quickly 
than most people anticipate. 
PERSONALITIES 
PARIS  tapping charges are still pend-
ing against the PASOK leader and 
former Prime Minister, 
Andreas Papandreou. 
Bernard Pivot, the French 
Johnny Carson of literature, is 
turning the page. He has put an 
end to Apostropnes, his weekly 
prime-time television talk show  BRUSSELS 
on books that topped the rat- Interested in the Greek Parlia-
ings and determined book sales  ment? Four Belgian parliamen-
for the last 15 years. Pivot has  tary deputies were, and in-
had enough of reading 12 to 14  tended to go on a study trip to 
hours a day and of being relent- Athens in August for an exten-
lessly courted by publishers and  sive look at Greek politics. The 
authors, for whom an invitation  $2,300 per person was fully 
to the show was as presti- paid by the Belgian Parliament, 
gious-and as lucrative-as  and wives were invited for a 
winning a literary prize.  small supplementary fee of 
From Soviet writer Alexan- $600. The itinerary included 
der Solzhenitsyn to former First :  lodging at the Themis Hotel in 
Lady Nancy Reagan, Pivot had  : · Heraklion, and visits to Knossos 
many authors on his show. He  ·  and the island of Rhodes. The 
greeted them all with a puckish  only problem, as one journalist 
smile, an elvish twinkle, and a  discovered in July, is that the 
disarmingly direct line of ques- Greek Parliament is closed in 
fusing. At the moment its circu-
lar layout, coupled with a lack 
of clear sign-posting, often has 
passengers literally going 
around in circles. Plans for a 
badly needed new baggage han-
dling system, a children's play-
ground, and more inviting 
washrooms are also on the 
drawing board. When all is 
completed, Charles de Gaulle 
:  will not just be bigger and 
busier, but also more passen-
:  ger-friendly than before. 
:  If the expansion goes as 
:  planned, the French see no 
:  earthly reason why Paris should 
:  not pull ahead of London to be-
:  come Europe's busiest air 
:  crossroads: Only the crowded 
:  skies are the limit. 
:  -ESTER LAUSHWAY 
tions. The French public adore  August. Mter that was revealed  : 
him: A recent poll found that  in the Belgian press, the four  · 
81 percent dreamed of having  deputies decided to stay at 
CHRISTOPHE  LAMFALUSSY  is  the  Pivot as a friend.  home. 
Now that Apostrophes has  .  foreign affairs correspondent for 
the Belgian daily  La Libre Bel-
disappeared, the French literary  :  So far, the only foreigner to sit 
world is in a state of mourning.  ·  on the board of the Treuhand- :  gique. 
There will be no more special 
Apostrophes tables in book-
stores, and no more people 
rushing out on Saturday morn-
ings to buy up the books pre-
sented by Pivot the night be-
fore. 
But there is a happy post-
script. Pivot will be back in Jan-
anstalt-the giant East German 
holding group that plans to pri-
vatize nearly 8,000 of the coun-
try's state-owned companies-
is a Belgian. 
Andre Leysen, 63, was cho-
sen in July to sit alongside such 
WANDA MENKE-GLUCKERT is a free-
lance writer based in Bonn. 
NEL  sus  is  a  freelance  writer 
based in The Hague. 
:  JOE CARROLL is the parliamentary 
correspondent  for  the  Irish 
Times in Dublin.  : · personalities as the president of  . 
IBM West Germany, the head of . : 
Reuter is the son of West 
Berlin's legendary postwar 
Mayor, Ernst Reuter, who fore-
cast to his son in 1946, while 
walking through the city's huge 
piles of debris, that "neither 
.  uary with a new television pro- West German chemical group 
Hoechst, and officials from the 
East and West German Govern- · : 
DAVID  LENNON  is  the  managing 
editor of the syndication depart-
ment of the Financial Times in 
London. 
you nor I will see all the rubble 
go in our lifetimes." He was 
wrong, and Reuter is confident 
that East Germany will rise 
from its misery soon. 
While Reuter, a Social Demo-
crat, blames Kohl for not having  : 
told the West Germans of the  · 
necessity of financial sacrifices, 
he advises that an increase of 
two points in the value-added 
tax from 14 percent would not 
hurt too much. He also notes 
that temporary unemployment 
in East Germany is unavoidable,  : 
but that the structural prob- · 
lems will soon be overcome. 
gram, about "something 
cultural," which is all he will 
say for the moment. 
ATHENS 
The central figure in the first 
trial of former Socialist (PASOK) 
ministers in Athens was Nikos 
Athanassopoulos, Deputy Fi-
nance Minister in 1985-86. 
Last month, he was found guilty  : 
and sentenced to three-and-a-
half-years for instigating the 
cover-up of a fraud against the 
Community. Athanassopoulos, in  : 
a characteristic courtroom out- · 
burst, told a Belgian E.C. offi-
cial testifying against him: 
"When you were eating acorns, 
we were building Parthenons." 
Corruption and telephone-
ments. 
The Treuhandanstalt will pri-
vatize East Germany's giant in-
dustrial concerns, the 
Kombinats, and decide which 
plants will be closed, which will 
continue as state monopolies, 
and which will be sold to pri-
vate investors. As Leysen 
~ints out, the job consists in 
deciding the fate of about six 
million workers. Leysen is 
probably the right man in the 
right place at the right time: 
Fluent in German, he is a board 
member for such West German 
companies as Bayer, BMW,  and 
Via g. 
RICHARD  LORANT  reports for As-
sociated Press from Madrid. 
NICCOLO  D'  AQUINO  is  the  special 
correspondent for foreign affairs 
at ll Mondo. 
ESTER  LAUSHWAY  is  a  freelance 
writer based in Paris. 
KEN POTTINGER reports from Lis-
.  bon  for  London's  Daily  Tete-
: graph and Sunday Telegraph. 
LEIF  BECK  FALLESEN  is  the  eco-
nomic  director  of  the  daily 
Borsen newspaper. 
PETER  THOMPSON  is  the  Athens 
correspondent for  The Indepen-
dent. 
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sioner Vasso Papandreou 
recently put forward a pro-
posal to standardize working 
hours within the Community 
after 1992. 
The proposal calls for mini-
mum rest periods of at least 
11 hours of uninterrupted 
rest for every 24 hours of 
work for shift and night work-
ers. Small businesses would 
be particularly affected by 
such a ruling. 
The United Kingdom is ex-
pected to resist the proposal 
since it does not feel that 
workers' hours should be con-
trolled by the government. In 
addition, these changes would 
be an obstacle to the new 
working environment of the 
single market, and the re-
strictions could hurt job pros-
pects throughout the Commu-
nity. The Commission's view 
on this matter, however, is 
that the Community's goal is 
not only to facilitate the 
transfer of goods, but also to 
secure better working condi-
tions for its citizens. 
In the area of health and 
safety at the workplace, the 
Commission recently ap-
proved directive proposals for 
part-time and temporary 
workers to receive the same 
health and security benefits 
and the same access to voca-
42  EuROPE 
tiona! training as full-time 
workers. Working women, 
who constitute about 30 per-
cent of the part-time work 
force, as compared to 4 per-
cent of working men, will par-
ticularly benefit from these 
directives. 
E.C. To SECURE 





his summer, the E. C. 
Commission proposed a 
directive to protect the pri-
:  vacy of personal information 
:  held by public authorities and 
:  private companies. If ap-
proved, the directive, made 
up of six proposals, will pro-
vide an overall framework to 
ensure a high degree of pro-
tection. 
The new rules would make 
it illegal to transfer any type 
of personal data without an in-
dividual's consent. Individuals 
would also have the right to 
have access to information 
about themselves, and to cor-
rect any erroneous data. Data 
concerning race, health, reli-
gion, political opinions, and 
other sensitive matters would 
be given extra protection 
against unauthorized use. 
The directive would also 
provide the basis for a single 
market in information and 
telecommunications services, 
since varying standards of 
protection may obstruct the 
flow of information and trade 
between member states. At 
present, only West Germany, 
Denmark, France, Ireland, 
Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, and the United King-
dom have protective legisla-
tion, and these laws vary 
widely. Science and Telecom-
munications Commissioner 
Filippo Maria Pandolfi indi-
cated that the new rules 
would harmonize conditions in 
member states. 
The proposal comes in re-
sponse to modern telecom-
munications technology, which 
has not only transformed the 
potential for storing and 
transmitting information, but 
also increased the risk that 
:  sensitive information will be 
misused or stolen. The Com-
:  mission also urged that the 
: E.C. join the Council of Eu-
:  rope's convention on data pro-
:  tection, an international 
: agreement through which the 
: E.C. could coordinate its ac-
:  tion with third countries. A 
: separate directive will protect 
: advanced electronic databases 
: and digital networks from 
:  hacking and piracy.-Reuters 
AREAL 
EUROPEAN  REAL 
ESTATE  MARKET 
• 
T 
he 325-million member 
single market that will 
come into effect after 1992 will offer the real estate in-
dustry a great number of 
opportunities for brokerage, 
property development, prop-
erty management, and other 
real estate services. 
Harmonizing regulations 
and taxes, and eliminating tar-
iff barriers will facilitate busi-
ness activity for real estate 
firms. For example, thanks to 
the cross-border mergers of 
many real estate firms, mort-
gage financing terms might 
soon be harmonized. 
Company strategies will 
range widely, from offering 
very specific services and tar-
geting regional markets to ex-
panding services and opening 
branch offices throughout the 
Community. Nevertheless, in-
creased competition, company 
expansions, consolidations, 
mergers, and joint ventures 
may force some smaller firms, 
unable to compete against 
larger companies, out of the 
market. 
Southern Europe promises 
to become a more lucrative 
real estate market than the 
northern part. For example, 
land values in Barcelona are 
rising as a result of the 1992 
Summer Olympic Games, and 
in Portugal, the coast is being 
built up by international re-
sort builders. 
A real estate boom will be 
the exception rather than the 
rule in northern Europe, 
where high construction costs 
are plaguing the industry. 
Berlin, however, promises to 
become an attractive real es-
tate location as a result of 
German unification. 
Many American and Japa-
nese real estate firms are 
hoping to expand into Europe. 
Nevertheless, despite the 
opportunities, there are also 
many obstacles. These in-
clude, among others, the dif-
ferent languages and curren-
cies. American real estate 
firms must also adjust to the 
metric system and to the dif-
ferent real estate policies of 
UPDATE 1992 








he E. C. Commission 
urged the 12 member 
states to unite their national 
road, rail, sea, and air trans-
port systems into a single 
trans-European network. E.C. 
Commission Vice-President 
Martin Bangemann empha-
sized the importance of Euro-
pean transport structures for 
the barrier-free internal mar-
ket after 1992. 
He stressed that, with the 
growing volume of traffic 
within the E.C., all modes of 
transportation would need to 
be improved and coordinated, 
especially road and rail net-
: works. Bangemann said that 
: additional funding would be 
: made available to ease traffic 
: problems and to complete the 
: high-speed European rail net-
: work, and he urged national 
: railways to cooperate more 
: closely in linking existing lines 
: and harmonizing the technol-
: ogy on the main routes. The 
: completion of the European 
: network needs to be on a 
: broad scale, not only to link 
major E.C. cities, but also to 
develop new lines of commu-
nication and transport be-









fter two decades of dis-
cussion, E.C. Finance 
Ministers finally passed into 
law three company taxation 
directives removing tax barri-
ers to cross-border exchanges 
between E.C. companies. 
The Commission recently 
refashioned the package and 
resubmitted it for consider-
ation by the Council, which 
quickly passed the directives, 
indicating that the member 
states are capable of cooper-
ating on tax matters as the 
1992 single market ap-
proaches. The package in-
cludes three measures cover-
ing the following areas: 
• the tax treatment of merg-
ers, splits, asset contributions, 
and share swaps, which will 
now allow companies to defer 
capital gains tax resulting 
from cross-border acquisitions 
on the condition that the ac-
quired company continues to 
pay taxes in its home member 
state; 
• taxation of dividends distrib-
uted by subsidiaries to parent 
companies established in dif-
ferent member states, as sub-
sidiaries will no longer be 
forced to deduct withholding 
tax on dividend payments to 
parent companies located in 
different member states; 
• an arbitration body to settle 
disputes on double taxation 
and transfer pricing between 
E.C. countries, ensuring that 
double taxation of companies 
in the Community will be 
eradicated. 
E.C. Tax Commissioner 
Christiane Scrivener noted 
that this was "an historic de-
cision. For the first time, the 
Ministers for Economic and 
Financial Affairs have been 
able to reach agreement on 
company taxation measures, 
the adoption of which is a vi-
tal element of the creation of 
a single market." She went 
on to say that, by improving 
competitiveness, the tax pack-
age "should enable companies 
to take full advantage of the 
dynamic effects of the large 
single market." 
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FOREIGN  AFFAIRS 
E.C.  Imposes 
Trade  Sanctions 
Against  Iraq 
AT AN EMERGENCY MEETING 
in Rome on August 4, the se-
nior Foreign Ministry officials 
from the 12 E.C. member 
states imposed broad sanctions 
against Iraq. 
The Community statement 
condemned the "brutal Iraqi in-
vasion of Kuwait" and de-
manded an "immediate and un-
conditional withdrawal of Iraqi 
forces." If  Iraq fails to comply, 
the E.C. threatened to support 
and implement any "mandatory 
and comprehensive sanctions" 
ordered by the United Nations 
Security Council. 
The E.C. also adopted a six-
point package of sanctions in re-
sponse to the unjustifiable mili-
tary aggression: 
•  An embargo on oil imports 
from Kuwait and Iraq; 
•  appropriate measures aimed 
at freezing Iraqi assets in the 
member countries; 
•  an embargo on sales of arms 
and other military equipment to 
Iraq; 
•  the suspension of technical 
and scientific cooperation with 
Iraq; 
•  the suspension of Iraq's pre-
ferred trade status with the 
Community. 
Italy, Britain, France, West 
Germany, Belgium, the Nether-
lands, and Luxembourg froze all 
Kuwaiti assets to prevent their 
confiscation by the new, illegiti-
mate Iraqi-backed Government. 
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This move could deprive the 
Iraqi-installed regime in Kuwait 
of assets worth billions of dol-
lars. Furthermore, Italy re-
newed a unilateral ban on arms 
.  exports to Baghdad, and French 
:  Foreign Minister Roland Du-
mas said that France would 
consider supporting a naval 
blockade of Iraq or disrupting 
its oil pipelines if necessary. 
The measures are expected 
:  to entail some European sacri-
:  fice, as Iraq and Kuwait sup-
: plied about 10.9 percent of the 
:  E.C.'s total oil imports in 1989. 
: Denmark, which imported 54 
: percent of its oil from the two 
: countries last year, will proba-
:  bly be the most heavily af-
: fected. 
An Italian Foreign Ministry 
: official called the sanctions "the 
: strongest signal to Iraq from 
: anywhere in the world except 
: the United States." The swift 
: decision indicated exceptional 
: unity among the E.C. member 
: states and a Community at-
: tempt to take a greater leader-
: ship role in current interna-
: tional policy-making. 
E.C.,  Central 
America  Agree 
to  Expand  Trade 
Links 
IN JULY, THE E.C. AND THE 
Central American countries of 
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicara-
gua, Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
and Panama agreed to work to-
ward diversifying Central 
American exports to the Com-
munity. 
Angel Vinas, head of the E. C. 
delegation, said after the meet-
ing that "Europe [was] disposed 
to cooperate, but [that] the 
Central Americans must widen 
their exports" away from such 
traditional items as bananas, 
cotton, and coffee. Trade be-
tween the E.C. and Central 
:  America decreased sharply dur-
.  ing the 1980s as guerilla war-
fare overcame several Central 
American countries. The E.C. 
has now offered $120 million to 
boost commerce with the re-
gion. 
Honduran Deputy Economy 
Minister Ramon Sarmiento 
called the European aid "vital 
for the continuity of peace 
among the Central American 
nations.'' 
-Reuters 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
Italy  Plans 
~Active 
j Presidency 
:  ITALY  IS HOLDING THE E.C. 
:  presidency through December 
:  31, 1990. Elaborating on Italy's 
:  goals for this term, Italian For-
:  eign Minister Gianni de 
:  Michelis states that Italy will 
:  become more visible and push 
:  forward plans for a federal Eu-
:  rope, as well as strengthen ties 
:  with the E.C.'s Eastern Euro-
:  pean neighbors. 
Although relations with the 
East are important, de Michelis 
stresses that the Community 
should no longer view issues as 
East-West questions. He em-
: phasizes that, instead, the E.C. 
:  should adopt North-South strat-
:  egies. In this way, he continues, 
:  1 percent of the Community's 
:  gross national product (about 
:  $50 billion a year) for develop-
: ment aid could be saved. About 
:  25 percent of this, he feels, 
:  should go to the Mediterranean 
:  region  . 
Some major events during It-
: aly' s presidency will include the 
:  Conference on Security and Co-
: operation in Europe in Novem-
: her, intergovernmental confer-
:  ences on economic and 
: monetary union and political 
: union in December, and Ger-
: man unification. 
: EASTERN  EUROPE 
Eurocrats  Work 
Overtime to 
Prepare  East 
German 
Accession 
:  AS THE PACE OF GERMAN 
:  unification accelerates, the E.C. 
:  Commission is forgoing its usual 
: summer vacation to work long 
:  hours to prepare for East Ger-
:  man entry into the Community. 
The Eurocrats must resolve 
: the various factors of the inte-
:  gration process and the cost in-
: valved. Presently they are pre-
:  paring a 200-page package of 
:  draft legislation that will make 
:  the 16.5 million East Germans 
:  E.C. citizens. 
Upon unification, East Ger-
:  many automatically will become E.C. territory, and all the eco-
nomic and legal rules that have 
been developed over four de-
cades for the E.C. member 
states will become applicable 
overnight. A transition period 
will probably be necessary to 
elevate standards in some ar-
eas, such as foodstuffs and 
chemicals. 
Perhaps the most difficult le-
gal question facing the Commis-
sion involves imposing a time 
limit for East Germany to meet 
E.C. environmental standards 
after years of ignoring ecologi-
cal concerns. Upon East Ger-
many's entry, E.C. standards 
will apply immediately to all 
new factories, plants, and other 
installations, but the Commis-
sion has to gather extensive 
data on pollution caused by old 
factories before it can decide on 
closures and/or modernization. 
The financial cost of East 
Germany's accession to the 
E.C. could increase the E.C.'s 
annual budget by about $3 bil-
lion, as farm subsidies, develop-
ment programs and social 
spending will have to be ex-
tended. 
-Reuters 
Thatcher  Offers 
Hope  to  Eastern 
Europe 
AT A KEYNOTE SPEECH IN 
August to the Aspen Institute, 
British Prime Minister Marga-
ret Thatcher urged the E.C. to 
guarantee offers of membership 
to the emerging democracies in 
Eastern Europe, proposing that 
"the Community should declare 
unequivocally that it is ready to 
accept all the countries of East-
ern Europe as members if they 
want to join, provided that de-
mocracy has taken root and 
their economies are capable of 
sustaining membership." 
The Prime Minister stated 
that it would be some time be-
fore Eastern Europeans were 
ready for membership, so "we 
are offering the intermediate 
steps such as association agree-
ments." But the option of even-
tual membership should be 
clearly, openly, and generously 
on the table." 
She suggested that a pan-Eu-
ropean Magna Carta be estab-
lished to ensure for all citizens, 
incl~ding those of the Soviet 
Union, "the basic rights which 
we in the West take for 
granted." These would help de-
velop her vision of a new global 
community "based on democ-
racy, the rule of law and market 
principles.'' 
Thatcher also emphasized 
that "Britain's destiny lies in 
Europe as a full member of the 
Community ...  not on the side-
lines ....  " 
FOREIGN  TRADE 
E.C.  Strives  to 
Increase  Exports 
to  Japan 
IN ORDER TO DECREASE ITS 
annual $20-billion trade deficit 
with Japan, the E. C. has 
launched a three-year program 
aimed at improving the image 
of European goods among Japa-
nese consumers. This campaign 
will encourage E.C. companies 
.  to find business opportunities in 
: Japan and, focuses on tourism, 
sport and leisure services, 
home furnishings, health foods, 
analytical and measuring equip-
ment, and jewelry. 
A semi-governmental trade 
:  promotion agency, the Japan 
:  External Trade Organization, 
:  plans to send senior trade ad-
:  visers to Europe to help expand 
:  trade exports to Japan. These 
:  officials have been recruited 
:  from top companies, such as 
:  Mitsubishi and Matsushita Elec-
:  tric Industrial, and will provide 
:  input on marketing, product 
:  development, and other aspects 
:  of trade. 
At a ministerial meeting in 
:  May, the E. C. and Japan agreed 
:  to continue working to remove 
:  barriers to market access, while 
:  encouraging European firms to 
:  be more assertive. E.C. officials 
are also negotiating with Japa-
nese car companies to curb Jap-
anese auto sales in the Commu-
nity. An informal arrangement 
could be established outside the 
General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade framework, under 
which Japanese companies 
would voluntarily limit sales 
within the E.C., and unilateral 
French, British, Portuguese, 
Spanish, and Italian restrictions 
would be lifted gradually. 
-Reuters 
North  African 
"Common 
Market"  to 
Emulate  E.C. 
THE FIVE NORTH AFRICAN 
countries that make up the 
Arab Maghreb Union (AMU)-
Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Mo-
rocco, and Tunisia-are work-
ing together to make the group 
more similar to the post  -1992 
European Community: A cus-
toms union between the mem-
ber states of the AMU is tar-
geted for 1995. 
Following difficulties of the 
AMU' s individual members to 
penetrate the European mar-
ket, they formed the AMU in 
February 1989 with the aim of 
improving trade as a unified 
group. 
Their goals echo the hopes 
of the European Community. 
"Our aim," says King Hassan II 
of Morocco, "is to turn the 
Arab Maghreb into one coun-
try, with one passport, one 
identity, and a single currency." 
The AMU views the E. C. as 
an important factor in the five 
countries' economic future and 
hopes to strengthen ties with it. 
FOREIGN  AFFAIRS 
~  E.C.  Offers  Help 
~  to  Boat  People 
:  E.C. OFFICIALS PLAN TO 
:  visit Hanoi and offer financial 
:  aid to ease the repatriation to 
: Vietnam of tens of thousands of 
: boat people from Southeast 
: Asian camps. 
The E.C. initiative proposes 
: financial aid for both individuals 
: and their communities to 
: induce a voluntary return to 
: Vietnam, and is estimated to 
: cost "numerous millions." 
Seeking to avoid conflict 
: between the United States and 
: Vietnam against the 
: Association of South-East Asian 
: Nations, or ASEAN (which 
: include Hong Kong, Thailand, 
: Malaysia, Indonesia, and the 
:  Philippines), on forced 
: repatriation, the plan seeks to 
: increase voluntary repatriation. 
:  While the ASEAN countries are 
:  threatening to stop accepting 
:  the boat people, the United 
:  States and Japan oppose forced 
:  repatriation. Vietnam claims 
:  that its ravaged economy could 
not support an influx of 
returning refugees. 
-Reuters 
E.C.  Calls for 
End  to  South 
~  African  Violence 
:  IN LATE AUGUST, THE E.C. 
: appealed for an end to the vio-
: lence between rival black fac-
: tions in South Mrica, in which 
: more than 280 people had died 
: in the course of a week in mid-
: August. 
A statement issued by the 12 
:  E.C. Governments called the 
:  fighting a "pointless blood-
:  bath," and noted that the vio-
:  lence was jeopardizing the ef-
:  forts of those working to end 
apartheid. 
This statement followed E.C. 
praise (at the E. C.'s June Euro-
pean Council in Dublin) for the 
encouraging developments in 
South Mrica earlier in the sum-
mer, including the release of po-
litical prisners, the unbanning 
of political organizations, the 
lifting of the state of emer-
gency, and the government's 
commitment to abolishing 
apartheid and replacing it with 
a united, democratic, and non-
racial government.  -Reuters 
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THIS JUST IN 
E.C. PRESENTS UNITED 
FRONT AGAINST IRAQ 
Western Europe has strength-
ened its military commitment 
to  the  anti-Iraqi  alliance,  and 
stepped up  warnings to Bagh-
dad  not to harm foreigners in 
Kuwait and Iraq. 
Italy,  Spain,  Belgium,  and 
Greece have all agreed to send 
warships to the Persian Gulf to 
enforce  the  United  Nations' 
embargo  on  trade  with  Iraq. 
They will join  ships  from  the 
British,  French,  and  Dutch 
fleets.  There  are  now  more 
than  30  vessels  from  E.C. 
countries,  and  more  than  40 
U.S. warships, in the Gulf. 
The  West  German  Navy, 
constitutionally  barred  from 
military  operations  outside  of 
NATO  territory,  will patrol the 
eastern  Mediterranean,  re-
placing Allied ships sent to the 
Gulf.  The West  German Gov-
ernment is also allowing  Gulf-
bound  American  military 
planes to land on its teritory. 
Last month, the 12 E. C. For-
eign Ministers defied Iraq's or-
der to close their embassies in 
Iraq,  and  warned  Iraqi  Presi-
dent Saddam Hussein that any 
harm befalling any E.C. citizen 
"would  provoke  a  united  re-
sponse" from the Community. 
As  current President of the 
E.C.  Council of Ministers, and 
thus  speaking  for  the  entire 
Community,  Italian  Foreign 
Minister  Gianni  de  Michelis 
said that "our representatives 
will stay on the spot as repre-
sentatives of  our government 
and  to  safeguard  our  nation-
als." He further noted that the 
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E.C.  Ministers  had  agreed  in 
principle to financially compen-
sate the countries suffering the 
most from the embargo against 
Iraq. 
British  Foreign  Secretary 
Douglas Hurd emphasized that 
it  was  "very  important"  for 
this not just "to be a U.S. oper-
ation, but that it be seen that 
the European allies are vigor-
ously helping." 
On  August  22,  the  E.C.'s 
Cairo  Delegation  announced 
that  it  would  immediately 
mount an airlift for the tens of 
thousands  of  Egyptians  who 
have been fleeing Iraq and Ku-
wait through jordan since the 
crisis  began.  Up  to  300,000 
Egyptians are expected in  the 
Jordanian city of Aqaba in  the 
next few weeks, a refugee in-
flux  that is  putting increasing 
strain on Jordanian and Egyp-
tian resources. 
E.C.  Commission  President 
jacques Delors has called for a 
meeting of the Group of Seven, 
the  world's  leading  industri-
alized  nations,  to  coordinate 
economic policy in light of the 
Gulf crisis. 
-Reuters 
E.C.  PREPARES  FOR 
GERMAN UNIFICATION 
On August 21, the E.C.  Com-
mission  outlined  a  highly  de-
tailed package that would rap-
idly  integrate  East  Germany 
into the E. C. following its unifi-
cation with West Germany on 
October 3. The proposals have 
yet to be approved by the Eu-
ropean  Parliament  and  the 
Council of Ministers. 
Under  the  plan,  East  Ger-
many would  automatically be-
come E.C. territory upon unifi-
cation,  and  its  citizens  would 
enjoy the full rights and obliga-
tions  already  held  by  other 
E.  C. members, such as the free 
•  •  • 
movement  of  people,  goods, 
and services. 
The  E.C.'s  Common  Agri-
cultural Policy would  apply  to 
East German agriculture from 
the outset. This sector of the 
country's  economy  has  been 
thrown  into  particularly  seri-
ous turmoil following its expo-
sure  to  capitalism,  with  con-
sumers  shunning  their  own, 
cheaper produce in favor of the 
better-quality,  more  attrac-
tively  packaged  Western 
goods. Certain provisions, such 
as  buying  up  surplus  stocks, 
and setting milk and sugar quo-
tas, are already in operation. 
In  other  areas,  East  Ger-
many  would  have  transitional 
periods of  up  to two years to 
bring  certain  products  up  to 
scratch for  sale in  the rest of 
the Community. 
-Reuters 
E.C. SPELLS OUT FINAL 
EMU PROPOSAL 
On August 21, the E.C.  Com-
mission made its final  propos-
als for Economic and Monetary 
Union (EMU).  These will serve 
as a guide to the intergovern-
mental conference on  EMU,  to 
start  in  Rome  on  December 
13. 
E.C.  Commission  President 
jacques  Delors  and  Commis-
sion  Vice  President  Henning 
Christophersen,  responsible 
for economic affairs, said Stage 
Two  of  EMU  should  begin  on 
January  1,  1993.  This  stage 
would establish a single, politi-
cally  independent  European 
system of central banks, called 
Eurofed. The Commission fur-
ther proposed to make the Eu-
ropean  Currency  Unit  (ECU) 
the 12-nation bloc's single cur-
rency. 
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From the Horse's Mouth: 
48  E U R OPE 
Americans may be bullish on Europe, but 
the  Hungarians  aren't  horsing  around, 
either: Hungary is  proving to be one of 
the Eastern  European  nations  adapting 
most rapidly to a market economy  . 
• 
General Electric, General Motors, Ford, 
Contel,  Levi  Strauss,  and  U.S.  West, 
among  other multinational firms,  have 
already invested in that country  . 
• 
Moreover,  Budapest established Eastern 
Europe's first  stock  exchange last  May, 
and  Hungary's  Prime  Minister,  Jozsef 
Antall, has stated he would like his coun-
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